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21st Convention National Association of
Organists

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was eslabllslied |
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. J
The Free Press was established in 1855 and
In 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1887. !

AUG. 28 TO AUG. 31 (Inclusive)
Recitals by America’s Foremost Organists
(Open to the Public)
Standard Time
7.30 Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings
ADMISSION 30 CENTS
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There Is nothing more friendly than •••
a friend In need.—Plautus.
•••
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The New Belfast

DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS

For President

For President

HERBERT C. HOOVER

ALFRED E. SMITH

of California

of New York

For Vice President

For Vice President

CHARLES CURTIS

JOSEPH ROBINSON

of Kansas

of Arkansas

For United States Senator

.For United States Senator

FREDERICK HALE

HERBERT E. HOLMES

of Portland

of Lewiston

For Representative to Congress

For Representative to Congress
ALBERT BELIVEAU

of Lewiston

of Rumford

For Governor

F<y Governor

WM. TUDOR GARDINER

EDWARD C. MORAN, JR.

of Gardiner

of Rockland

For State Auditor

For State Auditor
john a.

McDonough

of Lewiston

of Farmingdale
For State Senator

For State Senator

ZELMA M. DWINAL

GEORGE E. GRANT

of Camden

of Camden

For Judge of Probate

For Judge of Probate

MELZER T. CRAWFORD

OSCAR H EMERY

of Camden

of Camden

For Clerk of Courts

For Clerk of Courts

“Labor Day Week”
September 3 and 4, 1928

MILTON M. GRIFFIN
of Rockland

ALBERTUS W. CLARK

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

Knights of Pythias Convention, Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Counties
Ball Games Each Day Between Competing Lodge Teams

EARLE C. DOW

of Rockland

FRANK F. HARDING

of Rockland

For County Treasurer

2.20 Class Republican Journal
Race
Purse $250.
Union Race Purse $250

Night Show at 7.30
Free Acts from Wirth & Hamids,
New York City
Belfast Band Concert with Vocal

Fireworks by American Fireworks
Co., Boston
General Admission 25 Cents

Solos

Night Show of Cattle Exhibit

Grand Stand 10 Cents

Race Program September 4, at 1.30 p. m.
2.18 Class Windsor Hotel Race
2.23 Class Maine Summer
Purse $250.
,
Visitors’ Race Purse
2.28 Class Waldo County Farmers’ Race
Purse $250

Good Exhibits in Agriculture, Canning, Ladies’ Fancy Work, and Boys’ and
Girls’ Club Departments
BELFAST BAND IN ATTENDANCE EACH DAY_______
General Admission 50 Cents

Children under 10 years free
•Autos 25 Cents

For County Attorney

LEONARD R. CAMPBELL

For County Commissioner

MARY PERRY RICH

HARRY W. FRENCH

of Rockport

of Rockland

For Representatives to Legislature
Rockland—George L. St. Clair.
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston,
Friendship, Cushing and Owl’s Head
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
Rockport, Warren, Union and
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of
Union.
Camden, Hope and Appleton—
George E. Allen of Camden.
Vinalhaven, North Haven, #St.
George, Isle au Haut and Matinicus—
Granville Bachelder of St. George.

For Representatives to Legislature
Rockland—Lena K. Sargent.
Thomaston.
South
Thomaston,
Friendship, Cushing and Owl’s Head
—Bldrean Orff of Cushing.
Rockport,
Warren, Union and
Washington—John C. Howes of
Washington.
Camden, Hope and Appleton —
Ralph W. Johnson of Camden.
Vinalhaven, North Haven, St.
George, Isle au Haut and Matinicus—
Charles L. Roman of Vinalhaven.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL RALLIES
MAINE’S WATER POWER AND WHAT ITS
RETENTION MEANS TO THE STATE
Will be discussed at open air meetings in the following towns, on
the dates stated below at 7.30 in the evening

Thomaston and Warren, Wednesday, Aug. 29
Hope and East Union, Thursday, Aug. 30
Tenant’s Harbor and Port Clyde, Friday, Aug. 31
Camden and Rockland, Saturday, Sept. 1
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

To the Citizens
of Knox County:
We respectfully call your attention to the large increase in
your County Tax since Republican officials took charge of Knox
County in 1921. This tax which comes directly from your pocket,
has stepped upward every year since that time.

In 1921 the County debt was $32,725.
Last year it was $66,941.

AN INCREASE OF 104% IN SIX YEARS.
reason tor it?

Is there any valid

x

Rockland, and every town in the County, except two, have in
creased in valuation. We have $1,464,000 more taxable property
than in 1921.
Why has there been such an enormous increase in your tax?

Watch this space in Thursday’s issue for the reasons.

Publisheo by the Democratic County Committee.

“Set a goal. Keep it before you in your mind’s eye,

LENA K. SARGENT,
Secretary.

and work ever toward it. There are a great many
things to save for—education, opportunity in busi
ness, marriage, a home, personal independence in old
age—we could go on naming them indefinitely.

The granite quarry of John Meehan
& iSon at Clark Island was the scene
of a terrible tragedy at 3.30 yesterday
afternoon, the victim of which was
James Barnes, who has been signal
man on the derrick the past six years.
A block of granite weighing one ton
had just been hoisted out of the
quarry, and as it was being swung
onto the bank the stone dropped out
of the “dogs.”
The block slid
against Mr. Barnes, and pushed him
over the banking into the quarry, a
distance of about 20 feet.
4 )ne leg was severed at the knee,
and the other was terribly mangled.

WENT OVER THE WALL

THIRD LIBERTY LOAN
The

Rockland

Union

Camden

Vinalhaven

Rockport

Warren

r

ALL THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS are
called for payment September 15, 1928, and
interest stops op that date.

We would be pleased to handle bonds for collection, or wil, accept
same up to September 15, 1928, at 100 and interest to September 15,
for deposit at our Savings Department. Deposits will draw interest
from September 1.
THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS held by us for safe keeping will
be collected and proceeds placed on deposit in our Savings Depart
ment to the credit of the owners subject to their order unless other
wise instructed.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
1854

74 YEARS

President Frank A. Tirrell
Appoints Committees For

Forty Club.

BONDS

1928

the two convicts, but the prints told
only a futile story because of the
fact that the men soon hoarded the
commissary’s automobile.
Nobody
appears to have noted the car’s
departure and in any event it would
have excited no particular suspicion.
The missing car is a Nash coupe
with a Maine license No. 69,285.
Warden Buker made no attempt
to conceal his chagrin, which was
hardly greater than his surprise at
the escape of the two convicts. He
cited a recent instance when Harri
son found a 38-calibre Colt revolver
and box of cartridges in an auto
mobile.
Instead of concealing the
weapon he notified Warden Buker at
10 o’clock at night of his dangerous
find. Bordeleau was «o highly re
garded by prison officials that he
had served as licensed chauffeur for
a former warden.
Both had served on the Board of
Governors In the Prison Welfare
League, and Harrison in particular
had been a stickler for strict disci
pline.
In this connection Warden
Buker repeated that the Prison Wel
fare League has been discontinued
because of the attempt of an qnruly
minority to sway the majority.
Neither Bordeleau nor Harrison have
been punished once since Warden
Bilker’s administration began.
Because all the prison records
were destroyed In the conflagration
of four years ago, the exact nature
of Bordeleau’s crime is not known
but It Is understood that he killed a
man during a dispute in a potato
field. He is 30, weighs 196 pounds,
and stands 5 feet 4 inches. He Is
dark complexloned and has black
hair. He was sentenced May 1, 1920.
Harrison is 39, weighs 135 pounds,
and is 5 feet 5% inches tall. He is
of slender build, has chestnut hair
and hazel eyes. There were two
charges against him, assault and
battery and highway robbery.
He
formerly Resided at Sebago Lake,
and had served two years in prison.
He is an expert mechanic in any
line of work, particularly on auto
mobile engines. Bordeleau has been
clerk to the prison commissary the
past six years.
Borderleau was well known to base
ball fans as “Babe Ruth.” He was
captain of the prison team, and was
a capable ball player.

Alexander Bordereau, who was
committed from Aroostook County
for the crime of murder, and Fred
Harris, who was committed from
Cumberland County for assault and
battery and highway robbery escaped
from the State Prison Saturday night
or Sunday morning, and are still
at large.
Their absence was not discovered
until the Sunday morning checkup.
It was discovered also that a Nash
coupe belonging to- the prison com
missary, Reuben Snow, had been
stolen.
With this important auxiliary to
their escape and possibly six hours’
start in their favor, the missing men
are believed to he far from the peni
tentiary. Warden George A. Buker
promptly notified the State Highway
Police to he watching the State bor
ders, and gave wide publicity to the
fact of the dual escape.
The -only clue which had been
received up to last night came from
an officer of the Carlton Bridge toll
house who reported to Warden Buker
that two men answering somewhat
the description which had been
broadcast crossed the bridge in a
coupe about 2.15 Sunday morning.
The official thought they might be
two students returning to college.
The convicts wore civilian clothes,
and there was nothing about their
appearance to distinguish them from
any other citizens. They were garbed
in suits of dark mixture and wore
light shirts.
Because both convicts have behaved
in a trustworthy manner for an ex
tended period, they were assigned to
the task of repairing a large iron
kettle, which Is part of the kitchen
paraphernalia.
And because the
utensil was urgently needed the
men were allowed to work at night,
inside of the walls, with the night
watchman directed to look in upon
them from time to time.
In the light of yesterday’s develop
ments it appears that the escape had
been carefully planned, and that the
men were lh possession of a long
rope whereby they could scrfle the
prison wall.
The east wing was selected for
the attempt as being better shielded
from view’. In the moist earth on
the opposite side of this wall were
found the unmistakable footprints of

TERM OPENS RIGHT

Security Trust Company

Internal injuries were also sustained.
Supt. W. T. Hdcking labored
frantically to get a physician and
put in seven calls before he was able
to obtain results. Dr. Wasgatt went
to the scene of the accident but the
victim had breathed only about
10 minutes after its occurrence. The
body was taken to the Burpee under
taking rooms.
Mr. Barnes was 58 and is survived
by a large family of grown children,
now widely scattered. He was a
very efficient and faithful workman
and his sad fate is the occasion of
universal sorrow.

Two “Trusties” Escape From State Prison, Making Their
Getaway In the Commissary’s Automobile.

LENA K. SARGENT, Sec.

J

Norma, 7-year-old daughter of
Game Warden Fred H. (Smallwood,
was knocked down by a New York
car on Camden sreet yes ter(fay while
running out to the ice wagon. Slight
facial injuries were treated at Dr.
lxiwry’s office.

of Rockland

For County Commissioned

North
National
Bank

Winfield Knight, former radio oper
ator for the East Coast Fisheries at
the 'Rockland Highlands station is
'spending his vacation at his former
home in Camden. He is employed
as radio Inspector in -Philadelphia.

CHRISTOPHER S. ROBERTS

Published by order of the Democratic County Committee.

methods known for getting what you want.

The Registration Board will be in
session six days, commencing tomor
row. The room is located on the first
floor of the City Building, Spring
street, and will be open from J a. m.
j to 1 p. m., 3 to 5 and 7 to 9.

James Barnes of St. George Hit By Ton Block of Granite
and Both Legs Severed—Lived Few Minutes.

of Rockport

For County Attorney

Knox County finances and other county issues will be discussed.

Most people, when they start to save begin with
the wrong viewpoint. They have the idea, absolute
ly mistaken, that saving means giving up things that
are wanted, and in some cases, things that are need
ed. Please let us impress it upon you that this is the
wrong way to start, because saving is one of the best

i

QUARRYMAN’S TERRIBLE FATE

All tax payers regardless of political affiliations are cordially in
vited to attend these meetings. Hear both sides before voting.
It weather or other conditions make it desirable, the meeting will
be held in a public building.

Begin with
the Right
Viewpoint

The band concert program in Postoffice Square Thursday night will be
the one which was to have been giv
en at Oakland Park Sunday had not
I the event been cancelled by stormy
weather.

ADDIE L. JENKINS

of Rockport

$250.

()n account of a poor season the baseball association
has run heavily in debt and, owing to the weather the past
week having been particularly bad, there is no money in
the treasury to meet players’ salaries due tomorrow.
To drop out of the league, especially while in last place,
would never be understood correctly by the smaller towns,
Camden and Belfast, who, with as much expense anil less
attendance, have gallantly kept their teams in the field.
If we cannot pay the players now, it will mean disband
ment of the team and the end of league baseball for many
years, hut this is not now merely a matter of baseball but
a matter of civic pride, and Rockland must not be subjected
to the contempt of our neighbors.
A committee has been appointed to solicit funds from
those who have not already given and additional contribu
tions from present supporters.
With Labor Day games insured against rain, the attend
ance will take care of the last weeks expenses, but there will
he no last week unless Rockland rallies to the support of
the team now.
The Maine Coast League has furnished baseball equal
in quality to that of the New England League and con
tributed greatly to the entertainment of the summer visitors
and local fans. Although in third place, Rockland man for
man is the equal of any team, and is going at top speed
now, having won three and tied one in the last five games.
Keep them in the League.

E. L. Toner was elected secretary
and treasurer of the Maine Superin
tendents’ Association in Castine last
wee£.

For County Treasurer

of Rockland

2.1 5 Class Belfast M & M Race
Purse $300.
2.25 Class Belfast Farmers’

TALK OF THE TOWN

LaFOREST A. THURSTON

of Rockland

Race Program September 3, at 1.30 p. m.

Volume 83................ Number 103.

WE MUST SAVE BASEBALL

WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.

ELBERT D. HAYFORD

CATTLE SHOW
and FAIR

THREE CENTS A COPY

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

PRESENTS

2.30 Afternoons

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, August 28, 1928.

1

Business Standards—Warren C.
Eldredgc, William II. Milligan, Harry
Cohen.
Membership and Classification—
William H. Rhodes, Rupert L. Strat
ton. Harry Berman.
Program—Adrlel U. Bird. E.
Veazie, Charles G. Hewett, H.
Fifield. P. P. Bicknell.
Civic Affairs—Charles H. Berry,
E. B. Crockett. Dr. F. F. Brown.
Publicity—John M. Richardson.
Jerome Burrows, John G. Snow.
Athletics—Fred C. Black, William
H. Glendenning. A. E. OrlT.
Interclub Relations—L. B. Cook,
Harold E. Jackson. L. N. Law’rence.
Finance—D. C. Leach, J. W. Robin
son. Earl C. McIntosh.
Welfare—Maynard Marston, Dr.
James P. Kent. John WTatts.
Legal Affairs—C. H. Roberts, A. L.
Miles, Dr. E. W. Peaslee.
Music—Ralph W. Hanscotn. Arthur
F. I^amb, Edward L. Connors. Dr.
Blake B. Annis, Dr. Walter P. Conley.

President Frank A. Tirrell, Jr. made
his bow' at the Forty Club yesterday
noon at a meeting full of snap and
ginger. He outlined plans for a vig
orous six months to come and an
nounced committees primed to suc
cess. The Boys’ Band, was a special
guest, rendering several selections
under Director Kirkpatrick and get
ting a great hand (luring the review.
The club voted to take the band along
on the Gardiner Forty Club visitation
Wednesday to participate in the big
Augusta parade. Plans for the Gar
diner junket show tlie club going alI most as a unit with baseball, field and
| aquatic sports in prospect followed
by a ball.
President Tirrell announced these
Two thousand rolls of 30 In. wide
committees:
Attendance — Dr. Linwood
T. Papers go on sale Monday at 1-3 to
Rogers, Irving 1*. Beach Everett A. 1.2 the regular price, at Gonla’s.
102-104
Munsey.

William A. Macomber, wno had a
successful career as athletic instruc
tor in the Rockland schools last year,
was in the city from Augusta Satur
day and received a cordial greeting
from students and other friends. He
is the new football coach at Cony
High and looks for a squad of 60
which will be seven “vets.”

J. Napoleon Mailhotte, charged
with drunken driving, was arrested
in Union yesterday by Deputy
Sheriff Ludwick, who found his man
concealed In a dark closet under the
eaves. He might have evaded the
officer had not the deputy's keen nose
noted the odor of tobacco in the
closet.
Mailhotte was not only
scared .but thirsty, and begged lustily
for a hottie of vanilla on the trip to
Rockland.
His wishes were not
gratified. He will be arraigned to
day.
One of the smart “young” ladies,
whose home is not many miles from
Rockland, is Mrs. Hulda Flanders,
w'idow of the late William Handers,
who Is at present living with her
daughter, Mrs. Nellie Oliver, at Top
Hill Farm, in Waldoboro, and who Is
88. She not only knits and sews but
helps with many of the lighter house
hold tasks. Her hearing and eye
sight are good and it is necessary for
her to wear glasses only to read and
sew. She enjoys reading and going
to church and walks short distances
to call on neighbors. Having a good
memory, her stories of past events
are listened to with interest. In comparatlvely good health her friends
trust she may live to a ripe old age.
Mr. and Mrs. Parks Buker. Mr. and
Mrs. Jason D. Packard and F. S. Philbrick will “have the floor” at Penob
scot View Grange. Thursday evening,
to tell about tlie meeting of the ThreeQuarter Century Club at Bangor.
Fred E. Lertch will read a poem, which
was read at the 1927 meeting of the
club, and other members of the
Grange will have appropriate selec
tions, while some of the old-time
songs will be sung. “Wthy we have
Labor Day’’ will be told and there may
be some “Vacation echoes” if time
permits. At the last meeting Mr. and
Mrs. Jason I). Packard, whose 61st
wedding aniversary was the day be
fore, were special guests and Ice
cream and cake were served, follow
ing the program.

A letter from E. L. Brown, dated
Cintra, Portugal, Aug. 14, says that
Mrs. Brown and he w’ere leaving the
following week for Spain and France,
expecting to find much of interest in
Seville, Madrid, Granada, Cordova,
San Sebastian and Cherbourg. Wlhen
this tour is completed the Browns will
sail for the United Stales. -The
manners and customs of this country
are most interesting,” writes Mr.
Brown. “The brightly painted build
ings against the various shades of
green on the hills, quaint donkey and
ox carts with brilliantly costumed
drivers, all make a colorful and fas
cinating picture. The climate is
beautiful, no rain, warm in the middle
of the day. cool in the shade and com*
fortable nights.” Mr. Brown attend
ed a bull fight in Lisbon, and sends to
The Courier-Gazette one of the gay
posters advertising the event.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Poetry Is the greatest literature, and pleas
ure In poetry Is the greatest of literary pleas
ures.—Viaeount Grey of Falloden.
TWILIGHT SONG

Through the shine, through the rain
We have shared the day’s load;
To the old march again
We have tramped the long road:
We have laughed, we have cried.
And we’ve tossed the King’s crown ;
We have fought, we have died.
And we’ve trod the day down.
So It’s lift the old song
Ere the night flies again.
Where the road leads along
Through tlie shine, through the rain.

Long ago, far away,
Came a sign from the skies;
And we feared then to pray
For the new sun to rise:
With the King there at hand.
Not a child stepped or stirred—
Where the light filled the land
And the light brought the word;
For we knew then the gleam
Though we feared then the day.
And the dawu smote the dreain
Long ago, far away.
But the road leads us all.
For the King now Is dead :
And we know, stand or fall.
We have shared the day’s bread.
We can laugh down the dream.
For the dream breaks and flies;
And we trust now the gleam.
For the gleam never dies;—
So It’s off now the load.
For we know the night’s call.
And we know now the road
And the road leads us all.
Through the shine, through the rain,
We have wrought the day’s quest;
To the old march again
We have earned the day’s rest:
We have laughed, we have cried.
And we’ve heard the Klug's groans;
We have fought, we have died.
And we’ve burned the King’s bones.
And we lift the old song
Ere the night flies again.
Where the road leads along
Through the shine, through the rain.
—Edwin Arlington Kobiuson. j

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES-A-WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Me.. Aug. 28, 1928.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Aug. i25, 192S, there was
printed a total of 6260 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Fear thou not; for 1
ant with
thee; be not dismayed; for l am th.v
God: I will strengthen thee; yea. I
will help thee. yea. I will uphold thee
with the right hand of my right
eousness.— .saiah 41:10.
There may be some question as tc
the wisdom of “whirlwind drives.”
The despatches say that Candidate
Moran is disgusted with the results
in which his party is engaged, and
It not infrequently happens that the
Republicans also have very small
audieftccs when their delegation ap
pears.
But it should always he
borne in mind that a whirlwind
drive in advance of the September
election necessarily comes at a time
when the farmer is busy harvesting
hay and possibly other crops. This
year the weather has been adverse
for haymakers, and when they did
get a good day all other matters per
force must he dropped. The Repub
lican drive in Knox County found the
people of the northern towns busy
with the blueberry harvest, a task
which would admit of no delay if the
important crop was to be saved, and
of course this had the effect of limit
ing the size of the attendance at
those towns.
Yet who shall say that the whirl
wind tour is a failure. The Repub
lican campaigners spoke to no very
large groups, nor was it to be expect
ed in the busy hours of the day, but
they did circulate among the people
and gave many hundreds of voters
an opportunity to judge of their
appearance, their action and their
words.
Most of the voters were
already familiar with Senator Hale
and Congressman White, but they
all wanted to meet this man Tudoi
Gardiner whom such a large majority
of them had supported for governor.
They met him and were instantly
impressed with the wisdom of their
selection. There is still another angle
from which to view the policy of
the whirlwind tour, and that Is the
opportunity which it gives the candi
dates to become familiar, not only
with their constituency, but with the
territory which Is thus represented.
They learn what industries sustain
the territory visited, they see won
derful scenery of which they had
little dreamed, and they familiarize
themselves first hand with the merit
of highway and other demands. The
tours may be discouraging, as the
young standard-bearer of democracy
found them, but we are hardly
prepared, in view of the foregoing
analysis to admit that they arc
failures.
.
Col. Grant, executive officer of
the Arlington Bridge commission has
recommended that 32,000 cubic feet
of Maine granite be used in that
structure. This is not a large order—
valued at not more than $15,000—but
it will serve notice upon the country
that there is still such an article as
Maine granite, and it may be an
object lesson for its further use In
public projects. We have the best
building material in the world, hut
the world must he taught that fact
anew.

The Bangor Commercial is author
ity for the statement that only six
arrests for intoxication were made
at Bangor Fair, this being the
smallest number since the fair was
instituted. And yet a distinguished
gentleman by the name of Smith
would have us believe that prohibi
tion is a failure.

Every-Other-Day
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Page Two
WHY HE BOLTS

POETRY READING
by WILBERT SNOW

Prominent Churchman Gives
Sound Reasons For Sup
porting Hoover.
A Thomaston correspondent sends
us the following clipping from a
’Washington newspaper:
* * • *
The reaction of prominent Demo
crats to the nomination of Governor
Smith for the Presidency is being
watched with interest throughout the
country. So far the protest engaging
the most country-wide attention, if
not to say world-wide, attention, is
that recently issued by Dr. E. Y.
Mullens of Louisville. Dr. Mullens is,
a former president of the Louisville
Theological Seminary, as well as a
former president of the Worlds Bap
tist Alliance, and stands easily as the
foremost Baptist minister in the
United States, if not in the entire
world.
Dr. Mullens’ statement commands
respect by reason of its sober con
servatism. He expressly disclaims
any prejudice against the Democratic
nominee on account of his church
affiliation, and frankly outlines the
principles upon which he feels ob
liged to support the Republican can
didate for President. Briefing the
distinguished divine’s statement we
quote the following:
All my life I have stood for Jeffer
son ideals, but without slavery to
jarty ties.
All my life I have stood for re
ligious liberty and the separation of
hurch $nd State.
The Houston convention commit
ted the national Democracy to the
most astounding absurdities and con
tradictions in the history of politics.
It adopted a tariff plank professedDemocratic but embodying the
Republican protective principles.
It adopted a prohibition plank in
terpreted by the drys as meaning
what it says, and by the wets as
meaning nothing at all. With an os
tensibly dry platform it nominated a
vociferous wet. Thus the country is
asked to vote for an honest platform
and a dishonest candidate.
This remarkable convention says in
effect. “Stand by the nominee at the
polls but vote against him in con
gress. This means he a Democrat
wj,en you vote but be a Republican in
Congress.
It nominated a dry running mate,
and this means, the running mate
will apply the dry torch to the edifice
of alcoholic doctrine, but he will be
followed at every step by the wet
head of the ticket turning on the
hose.
The convention flooded the streets
of Houston with tears cf sorrow over
the Fall-Doheney-Sinclair corrup1 ion. and then proceeded to nominate
or President the outstanding cham
pion of the most corrupting and lawdefying influences that ever meddled
American politics—the liquor traf
fic.
At Houston the Democrat party
changed hands. The honest upright
rural, village and town folks, whom
Jefferson trusted, abdicated in favor
of the boss-ridden city masses, large
ly foreign and thirsty, whom he dis
trusted. As a party it became a Dr.
Jekyl and Mr. Hyde, it had the hand
of Esau with the .voice of Jacob;
hoping that the electorate, like Isaac,
ill he too blind to see the difference.
I speak for no one but myself, but
as things now are I shall vote for
Hoover.

AT SPRUCE HEAD COMMUNITY CLUB

Wednesday Evening, August 29

E. B. HASTINGS 6 CO.

AT 7.30 P. M.
Benefit Spruce Head Roads

/

ADMISSION 50 CENTS
Supper Served in the Hall From 5 to 7 o’clock
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WHY ITS CLAIM

Bungalow Aprons,
extra sizes ................

IS JUST

List of 974 Patients Treated At Knox Hospital the Past
Year Show Wide Service.

"THE OLD APPLE"

Elmer Foote, Former Rock
land Ball Player, Has Po
litical Office.
Many Knox^Vounty hall fans will
remember Elmer Foote, “The Old
Apple,” who played on the Rockland
team a dozen or more years ago.
At that time he played politics on
the side, and evidently concluded to
stick to that vocation. A recent
item in the Boston Post said:
‘Elmer Foote, native-born North
Ender, who organized the Smith
parade around Madison Square Gar
den four years ago, was appointed
social secretary to Mayor Nichols
Thursday to serve as outside guard
of the mayoral suite at City Hall as
liason officer between His Honor and
the visiting public.
The new secretary, whose home is
now at 76 Chelsea street, East Bos
ton, was a former Eastern league
baseball player and has been active
in political circles here as associate
of Robert J. Bottomly. He attended
the schools of the North End, English
High School and the Charles H. Innes
Law School. At one time he was
vice president of the North End
Improvement Association. Mr. Foote
is 37 years old.”

I
The record attained by Knox Warren ..................
County General Hospital in its serv St. George .............
Stonington ............
ice from July 1, 1927 to 1928, is
Union .....................
truly remarkable. In that period Waldoboro ............
974 patients were treated and this Jefferson ................
in spite of the fact that the old Damariscotta .......
hospital was being torn down and Boothbay Harbor .
the new wings built. Of course this Auburn ........ ..........
work necessitated great interruption Bangor ...................
to the regular routine and occasioned I eniaquid ..............
much unpredictable expense, hut the Out of State ........
policy was “service as usual’’ and it Swan's Island ......
was successfully maintained.
Ylnalhaven ...........
A glance at the appended list shows North Haven ........
that approximately a third of the Hope .......................
total were Rockland citizens, that Appleton ................
48 came from outside Maine and Lincolnville ..........
that the surrounding counties were Matinlcus ..............
very generously represented. This Monhegan .............
brings forward with striking force Washington ..........
the fact that the hospital is truly a South Thomaston
a community proposition and that Isle au Haut .........
just as all benefit sooner or later Belfast ...................
from its location here, so all should Owls Head ........... .
rally to Its support in the forth Friendship ............
coming campaign to raise $100,000 J Unity ........
to reduce its indebtedness.
| Bar Harbor
Rockland ........................................... 374 | Richmond .
Rockport ................................................ 26Criehaven .
Camden ............................... ~.............. 77
Thomaston ............................................ 31 i -

Shade Curtains, all
colors; 2 for............

Lunch Kits, Vacuum
Bottle
and Case;
both for .....................

$1.50
Leatherette
Suit Case, good lock,
leather handles .........

Silk Scarfs and
Squares.......................

Ladies’ Silk Hose, all
colors .......................
974

Table Damask, all
linen; I yard ...........

ROCKLAND IN A TIE
I «
Narrowly Escaped Winning Its Fourth Straight Game Last
Night—Belfast Here Today.
This Week’s Games
Tuesday—Belfast at Rockland.
Wednesday—Rockland at Camden.
Thursday — Camden at Belfast,
p. m. and 4 p. m.
Friday—Belfast at Rockland.
Saturday—-Rockland at Camden.
• • * •

I selves with some brilliant catches.
I The score:
Belfast
ah
Cogan. ss ............... 5
Murphy, cf ............. 5
Kunitz. c ................. 3
Clancy, rf ............... 2
The League Standing
Thurston, lb ......... 4
The storm having postponed Satur I
lb ......... 4
day’s games and yesterday’s contest Mackley. If ............. 3
having resulted In a tie the percent MaeMahon, 3b ..... 3
ages remain unchanged. This is how Sterling, p .............. 3 0
they stand as the final week opens: J
Won Lost P. C. ‘
32 3 8 27
11
Rockland
Camden ..... ............... 17
16
ah r hh po
0,0
Rockland ... ............... 11
Walsh. 3b ............... 5
• ♦ • •
Monroe. If ............... 4
Rockland 3, Belfast 3
Bachand. ss ........... 4
A passed ball yesterday allowed French, cf ............... 4
Belfast to tie a game in that city Conway, 2b ........... 5
which should have been Rocklanij'’ Aube, p ................... 4
The whole game, however, was one Ahearn, c ............... 4
of neglected opportunities, for Bel Wot ton. lh .............. 4
0
fast passed up at least three good Turner, If ............... 4
opportunities for scoring, their best
38 3 10 27 14 1
one being when McMahon ran
Thornton off third. It was adjudged Belfast ....................... 0 0 1 0 0 1 0—8
Rockland ........... 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0—3
too dark to play the tenth inning:
In spite of its darkness, and the
Two base hits, Conway, Bachand.
fact that most of the strategy went Stolen bases, Paiement, McMahon 3.
awry, the game was an interesting Walsh. Bases on halls, by Sterling 5,
one, and the outcome remained in hv Aube 5. Sacrifice hits. Clancy 2.
doubt until the third Belfast man Bachan. Double plays, Conway. Ba
went out in the last inning. Conway chan and Wotton. Turner to Ahearn
made four nice hits, while Monroe Passed hall, Ahearn. Umpires, Mar
and Murphy distinguished them- tin and McDonough.

We are asked to believe many
strange things these days. For in
stance the report from Turkey tha
while Constantinople and Angora
WILLIAM A. DRAKE
■were sweltering in the worst heal
William Augustine Drake, who
of years, that there were 10-foo
died Aug. 18 in Peter Bent Brigham
snow drifts in Trehizond (the same Hospital, Boston, was born in South
country) with 12 persons frozen to Thomaston, May 6. 1872. and spent
the greater portion of his life in
death.
this city. For about 12 years he was
in the employ of the New England
President Calles of Mexico has Telephone Co. as lineman. During
issued positive word that he is not the World War he was in the employ
to continue in office after Nov. 30. of the Wireless Specialty Company
in Boston. About two years ago he
And if we were president’ of Mexico
returned to Rockland and wa
we should be scanning that calendar employed for a while by the Rock
very anxiously for Nov. 30 to arrive. land Radio Co. His health was found
to he steadily failing and in the hope
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin,’’ in the motion that surgical skill might check the
inroads of his disease he went to
picture version, is to be seen in Boston two weeks before his death
Texas, after heated arguments. But for an operation.
His congenial
it has been so carefully edited that disposition made him a general
favorite with his associates, and his
a northerner would scarcely recog death brings sorrow to a wide circle
nize it.
of friends.
Mr. Drake is survived by his wife
Bates is not a large college and (formerly Edna Osgood of Hall j
Quarry); two sisters, Mrs. Henry
not particularly famous In athletics
(’nllamore and Mrs. Emma Beaton
but Its repeated successes in the of Rockland; his mother. Mrs. Sarah
forensic art have given it an enviable E. Drake; and an adopted brother,
Alvin Drake of Lynn, Mass.
reputation on three continents.
The funeral services were held
Tuesday, Rev. B. P. Browne officiat
E. I.. Toner is seriously consider ing.
The bearers were Horace
ing the proposition of conducting a Colburn, Henry Colburn, Anson Glidmatrimonial agency in connection den and Ralph Sellers. Interment in
with his duties as superintendent of Achorn cemetery.
the public schools. In reviewing his
records preparatory to the opening of
the schools Mr. Toner finds that dur
ing the 12 months from September
ETTA BLACKINTON will do re
1*27 to September 1928, 15 of his
pairing, relining, ladies' and men's
teachers were married, three from
clothing. Sewing of all kinds so
Rockport and 12 from Rockland. Mr.
licited at 49 FULTON ST., SouthToner thinks this is a record, and
end Tel. 960-J.
1OO’T1O3
inviAa any superintendent who can
surpass it to report.

REPAIRING

DOLLAR SALE

Interspersed with Music

Ladies’ Rayon Che
mise, lace trimmed;
all colors ....................

Ladies’ and Men’s
Umbrellas .................

Baby Carriage Blank
et, pink and blue......

Thursday Friday Saturday

August 30-31-September 1
Fancy Rubber Aprons, 2 for............................
Ladies’ Out-size Silk Hose ........................ h...
Plaid Blankets, all colors...................................
36 inch Voiles; 3^2 yards for .........................
Country Yarn, white and grey, 4 skeins for
Quilt Size Batting stitched ..............................
Ladies’ Crepe Bloomers, regular and extra
size; 2 for ........................................................
32 in. Gingham, Red Seal; 5 yds. for...........
36 in. English Print, Tub Fast; 3'/2 yds. for..
Ladies’ Night Gowns, rayon, muslin, crepe ..
Ladies’ Night-Gowns; 2 for ............................
Ladies’ Princess Slips, white and colored; 2
Aluminum Teakettles ........................................
White Enamel Bath Room Stools ..................
Children’s’ Nainsook Waist Union Suits; 2
Children’s Middy Suits .....................................
Children’s Pantie Dresses ........................ .'......
Corsets, several styles, all sizes .....................
Cotton Diaper, 10 yard piece .........................
Bath Towels; 8 for ..........................................
Large Turkish Towels; 4 for............................
50 cent Turkish Towels, 3 for ...£................
5 Pillow Cases ................................................ .
81x90 Sheets, good quality..............................
36 in. Challie; 6 yards for.................................
36 in. Percale; 8 yards for..............................
40 in. Cotton, best quality; 7 yards for......
36 in. Bleached Cotton; 6 yards for.............
32 in. Gingham; 8 yards for............................
36 in. Long Cloth; 5 yards for.......................
All Linen Crash; 5 yards for............................
Cretonne; 5 yards for .......................................
Plisse Crepe, plain and figured; 5 yards for..
Cheese Cloth, three 5-yard pieces..................
Batting; 4 rolls ....................................................
Thermos Bottle ....................................................
Children’s Dresses ...............................................
Children’s 25c Ribbed Hose; 6 pairs for ....
Ladies’ Union Suits; 2 for ..............................
Ladies’ Summer Vests, band top, all sizes; 4
Muslin Curtains, ruffled and plain; I pair ....
Sash Curtains, muslin; 2 pairs for................
Patchwork Pieces; 5 lbs. for...........................

Dollar Day Sale of
...MILLINERY...
HIGH

Knox Book Store

The Hat Shop

Phone 999
Opp. Thorndike Hotel

DOLLAR DAY

Dollar Days

••

98c

RUBENSTEIN’S

?

Just TWO Mentioned

ArPH Healer

HUNDREDS AT OUR STORE
_________________________________________________

$1.00

• SHOE •

oo

WHITE ARROW SHIRTS
$i.oo

>
2

Fine Quality—Collars Attached
For Tired Aching Feet

During Dollar Days

87 PIECES POTTERY-GLASS, ETC.
Each $1.00

S3.50 $3.95
AA to EE
Sizes 2 to 9

"

S

Two for $1.00

□
MEN’S WEAR,

-<
BOYS’ WEAR

HIGH GRADE—LOW PRICE

$4.95
z

OTHER SPECIALS
that cannot be shown here for Want of space

g

EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY

RUBENSTEIN’S

R. E. NUTT SHOE STORE
’436 Main Street

BOYS’ BELL BLOUSES

ft High Grade, Standard Make; Reg. $1. value; now:

SPECIAL PRICES

Complete with Cord, Plug and Shade

'■

2

They Hug the Arch

WATER BOTTLE ELECTRIC LAMPS
$1.49

OUR WANT ADS WORK WONDERS

2

DOLLAR DAY

I$ DAY SPECIALS I

Crie’s Gift Shop

Decorated—Ship and Floral Designs

Rockland

COMERY & MAY

Goodyear Welt

AUTO OR BOAT CUSHIONS
$1.00

Part Linen Crash, 10
yards for.....................

Dollar Days 79c
♦ • • •

Also Discounts or) All Merchandise

COMBINATION LAST

WATERPROOF DUCK

Ladies’ Rayon
Bloomers, reg. and
extra size, all colors ..

1900 to choose front

PRACTICALLY GIVING AWAY

Sneakers

Value $1.25 to $2.50
Every Piece Different (See Window)

Damask Table Cloths
Hemstitched borders,
58x58; each .............

Three Hundred Volumes
Regular $1.00 Fiction

Men’s

i
>

Ladies’ Silk Hose,
pointed heel, all col
ors; 2 pr. for ...........

: : Books ; :
75c Books at 4 for $2.25

Boys’

dD

Hoover Dresses
white and colors ......

Highland Linen Stationery
39c the box
*
• • ♦ •

Were $5, $6, $7 and $7.50

••

dT«

New Cake Boxes,
bright colors .............

LOOK AT THESE VALUES

the Individual mind, not out of the
mind of the crowd. The crowd only
It Is the Individual alone who can
feels; It has no mind of its own function in the world of intellect
which can plan. The crowd is cred and In the field of leadership.

<
* Ln

1.00
1.00
1.00
1 00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1 00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
100
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
100
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

$1.50 Giant Alarm
Clock .......................

Knox Book Store

$1.00

Youth to-day la pulling at the ulous, It destroys, It consumes, It
traces as never before, it la true, hates, and it dreams—but it never
but It la also willing to pull a load. builds.
Its eagerness contains a more earn
est desire than ever to be of service.
Stability or Instability In produc
tion or distribution is largely the
Progress of the nation is the sum result of the collective judgment of
of the progress of its individuals. the trades. The trades cannot form
Acts and ideas which lead to prog a correct judgment unless they
ress are born out of the womb of know the facts.

Cretonne Lined
Weekend Cases ......

AT

HATS

GRADE

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Dollar Day , jjfg

To Close Out at

HOOVERI/M/

Ladies' Long Sleeve
House Dresses, all
sizes .........................

Rockland

63 Park St.

I

New Rubenstein Block

DOLLAR DAY

Tel. 916

DOLLAR DAY

»o

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMIrfG NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Aug. 29 (7.30 p. m.) Wilbert Snow reads
poems at ('(immunity hall. Spruce Head.
Aug. 3ft- Public evening bridge party of
St. Peter’s Guild at “Hhorelands.”
Aug. 3ft—Robinson family at St. George
Grange hall.
Aug. 31.— Woman’s Educational Club picnic
at Mrs. E. M. Lawrence's.
Sept. 10—$*ate election.
Nov. 6 -Presidential election.
Sept. 3-4—New Belfast Fair.

What seeto you the worst fea
tures in our party system of govern
ment? ‘Why do you object to parties
and what more satisfactory system
have you in mind to replace them
with? Discussion for 2 p. m. Friday
at Educatkmlul Club picnic with Mrs.
E. M. Lawjpnce, Beech street, box
lunch and coffee at 6. Each captain
and te^m worker will report her
activities in Membership Drive at 2.
Local and
speakers.

Albert Clarke who played on the'^

REUNIONS

Aug. 28—Simmons family at West Meadow Rockland ball team in 1902, when it
won the Kiu^c County championship,1
Chapel.
Aug. 2ft—Hills family at Dwight Cummings’. passed through the city Saturday on
Union.
Aug. 29—Payson-Fogler families at Penob his way to Ins old home in Damaris-*
cotta Mills, and made a call upon the
scot View Grange hall.
Aug. 29 Kalloch family at Oakland Park. sporting editor of The Courier-Ga
Victor Grange hall. Scarsmont .
Aug. 39—Mank family at Maple Grange zette. Mr. C^urkc is now lecated in '
the real estato business in New* York.'
hall. North Waldoboro.
Sept. 1
Leadbetter family, at Crockett’s Older fans will recall the marked
hall. North Haven.
Sept. 5— Wellman family, Centre Belmont, regularity with which Clark and j
Pratt made home runs on the old
Grange hall.

Broadway ground. Pratt is now a
Baseball at 4.30 this afternoon— practising physician in Faimington.j
and the writer has a fanning bee with j
Rockland vs. Belfast.
him every full when they meet at the
Nine marriage intentions have been college football games.
tiled thus far this month.
An interesting object lesson on
blueberries was seen Saturday in the
Israel Snow returned Saturday window of the Rockland Hardware
from Hatchet Mountain Camp.
Co., where Carl W. Simmons, buyer:
for J. Stanley Wedlock of I’oston was,
Carleton Morse, jeweler, is the lat-^ exhibiting a crate of the Nova Scotia j
est addition to the Dollar Day stores. product. Although these berries had
been 72 hours in transit they had been
Prayer meeting will lie omitted at so carefully picked that they still
the Methodist Church this Tuesday presented a very appealing appear
ance. The Nova Scotia blueberries
evening.
have been selling in tlie Boston mar
Everett A. Munsey was operated ket for 35 cents and 40 cents a box,
upon for appendicitis this morning at which is a large advance on the price
paid for native berries. “Dur berries
Knox Hospital.
ire very much superior.” said Mr.
Simmons. “It is the method of pack
Sunday Globes were at a premium, ing that scores for the Nova Scotians.’’
due to the Col. Lindberg story which
began in that issue.
As sometimes occurs in such cases
exaggerated reports have gained cur
Rev. VV. S. Rounds is leading a rency with respect to the illness the
class in Did Testament study at the past week which has confined to his
Y.M.C.A. camp, Lake Cobbossecontee. home the editor of this piper. Mr.
Fuller, following a pretty strenuous
Carleton Porter, tenor, substituted week of work in the midst of Tiot
for Harold Greene in the Pilgrim weather, ending with a game of golf,
Choir at the Congregational Church gave way to a severe attack of what
is designated as intestinal infection,
Sunday.
of which there is said to be something
of a local epidemic. Under proper
Miss Dorothy Arnold is employed treatment the attack has gradually
at the Knox Registry of Probate while yieMed and today Mr. Fuller, greatly
Miss Edna Payson is having her an improved, goes to the Knox Hospital
nual vacation.
at the desire of his physician for
X-raying and observation. This ex
Ralph P. Conant concluded a fort planation is given for purpose of
night's vacation Saturday aud re allaying exaggerated rumors.
sumed his duties at Willis Ayer’s
clothing store.
Maurice Alien
of
Thomaston
dropped into tfie Star alleys Friday
Henry Fifleld is clerking in the Wil with the remark that he would “try
liam Glendenning grocery Store- a string.” tWTien he got through the
North Main street, while Randal pin boy was gasping for breath, and
the score sheet showed that he
Marshall has his vacation.
knocked down 161 of the skinny
The last outdoor band concert of sticks. Mr. Allen- led off with three
the season in this city will be given successive strikes and an 18-spare,
by the Rockland Band in Postofflco and when he had reached the half
way mark there were 103 pins to his
square Thursday evening at 7.30.
credit. The second half did not start
quite so auspiciously, for in the sixth
Mrs. C. C. Wahle and father. George
McLaughlin, motored to Bath yester box lie rolled a seven. The remainder
day to meet Mr. Wahle, who will join of the string showed three spaces. It
was far from the largest string ever
his family here for over Labor Day.
bowled in the Star alleys, but the
At a recent meeting of the Corner fans will agree that it was a pretty
Drug Store, Inc., directors Warren P. good hot weather performance.
Eldridge was elected president and
Raymond Pooler vice president.

DRESSES

The Kalloch Class of the Baptist
Sunday school will hold its annual
picnic today at the Gregory cottage.
Glencove. If stormy it will be held
tomorrow.
This morning’s radio weather re
port for Northern New England:
Partly cloudy today and slightly
warmer in the interior of Maine;
Showers tonight.
Warmer tomor
row.
•

There will be a baby carriage pa
rade on Main street Friday night at
6 o’clock, in fulfillment of a wager
made at the recent firemen’s muster.
Van Russell and*George Doak will be
the participants. Russell is to wheel
Doak from the Berry engine hall to
Rankin block and return, accompan
ied by a drum corps and members in
uniform. Coffee and doughnuts will
be served after the parade.—The first
annual picnic of the Veteran Fire
men's Association will be held Sun
day. Sept. 16.—The handtub Gen
Berry will have a playout at 6 p. m
Wednesday on Tillson avenue.

i

$3.98
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SWCallunA

One lot................... y.....

$5.00

tin

$6.98
4

Porch Dresses
One lot of Sleeveless House Dresses; regularly 1.98.............................. Jkl
One lot, regularly 2.98.........$1.98
Linene and Broadcloth Smocks .... ft* J
Sweater Suits with silk crepe skirt; XI
were $5.00 ............................ $3.98™*

Separate Sweaters and Skirts as
above; were 2.98 ............... $1.98

Ladies’ Windsor Crepe Gowns,
hand emb ............................................. jkl
Ladies’ Rayon Night Gowns........... ’ *
Ladies’ Slips ........................................
New Rayon Combination (bloomer
I
with overskirt, lace trim, pk., peach N'*

$1.00

Ravoli,
Chiffon
Hosiery, full fash
ioned, pure 3ilk to
top (no lisle) firsts

Children’s Coats —

$5.00

Men’s Fancy Silk, 3 pairs for ................

$1.00
Children’s Ribbed School Hose Dollar
Days, 6 pairs for ........................................

$1.00

UNDERWEAR
Extra Size Bloomers, 42 gauge, heavy
material ......... ............................. $1.00

Rayon Vests, not a cheap quality; ail
colors; 2 for
...................... $1.01)

Rayon Combination, bloomers with
over skirt), pk, peach, nile '$1.00

Linen Scarfs, regular
ly 69c; 2 for
$1.00

Markdowns

$1.00

To Clear Stock

Wear
-->.1

Printed Crepe de Chine, polka dot pat
terns, reg. 2.98, small lot; yard—

Boys’ Corduroy Pants, 6 to 16~

Curtains and
Cretonnes

DIED
Coomb*—Waldoboro, Aug. 21. Gertrude
Farnsworth (Millet), wife of Pr. George II.
Coombs.
Blander—Lincolnville, Auk. 23, Mrs. Oscar
Ihaadpr.
Barnes—Clark Island. Aug. 27. James If
Barnes. Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2
o’clock from seat Harbor chapel
Look—RocklatiA ' Aug. 27, Mrs. Myra J.
Look, a native of Addison, aged about 71
years.

Ruffled Voile Curtain, 2% yds.
white and cream—

$1.00

IN MEMORIAM

Bargains in Odd Curtains, soiled,
etc.—

In loving memory of my dear husband, Ed
mund J. Barter, who passed away Aug. 29,
1921.
MRS. ELIZABETH F. BARTER
IJ
Rockland. Auk. 27. 1928.
• ,

SALE OF RUGS

Figured Voile Curtain with val
ance, 2% yds.—
Close out of all
rugs left from our
$1.00
Anniversary Sale
Cottage Set, 5 pieces, polka dot,
regular 2.25, blue and rose only The sizes are most
ly 6x9, 8.3x10.6
$1.75
and 9x12.
36 in. Curtain Material, voile and
marquisette. Dollar Days, yd.—

6 l-2c

$1.00

_

CARD OF THANKS

Spreads,

/Uv
Wl

Turkish Towel, colored border, 20x40; 8 for—
Turkish lowel, colored border, 23x46; 4 for—
Cotton Crash, I 3 yards for—
Linen Crash, Stevens, 18 in.; 5 yards—

$1.00

$1.00

W

Towels and Toweling

Three pieces Printed Crepe de Chine,
white background, reg. 1.59 and 1.98.
Yard—

$1.00

$1.00

$3.98

$1.00

Cinderella Dresses, 2 to 6—

$1.00

$1.00

36 in. Black Mcssaline, all silk, one
piece only—

$1.00

Our regular 39c candy
3 lbs. for

Some Large Trucks,
Moving Vans, Road
sters, Scooters, etc.

Rayon Spreads, one
special
purchase;
normal retail price
$6.50; for—

$1.00

Children’s All Wool Sweaters—

Candy

$2.98
Crinkled
80x108—

One odd lot Wash Silks—

$1.00

$1.00

$1.98

$1.00

Children’s Rayon Slips—

$1.00

Golden Fleece 66x80,
double plaid blanket.
This is the new fall
blanket
made
of
China cotton
and
wool—

Celenese Voile, 36 in., reg. 1.50; blue
and tan only, suitable for dresses,
sleeves, curtains or overdrapes; yd.—

$1.00

Toys
One table of Toys
marked

Indian Blankets
66x80, all firsts; reg.
$2.98—

$1.98
Children’s Rayon Sets, consisting of
vest and bloomer, white, pk, peach

Stationery, Etc.
Ingersoll's New Pen
with
a
guaranteed
point.

Blankets

SiLKS

'jgifci3«

$1.00

Cotys Compact
Extra refill free
$1.00

A Dollar Day Bargain—Botany Mills (makers
of high grade wools) sent us a case of their
loom ends. They are priced at 50c on the dollar.

1

Childrens

Dollar Days
Mirror with
Picture top

Drastic

More
Felt Hats
all colors and
shapes

Toilet Goods
Rubber Aprons
coverall style
2 for
$1.00

Pictures

Hand Bags

Hooked Rug Patterns
Linen Centers and
Scarfs; 2 for
$1.00

Luncheon Sets .. 79c

'MARRIED

Broadcloth Shirts, white and white with
colored figures, collars attached style
and neckband; sizes 14 to 17. Come
early on these.

Super Rayon (with label) Bloomers, all
sizes and colors
.................. $1.00

Embroidery

$1.00

Men’s Shirts
$1.00

$1.00

Triangles
All of our $1 >50
numbers

Handkerchiefs

Wash
Goods

Mens Pure Linen; 6 for—

$1.00

Cotton Pongee, 36 in., red, green
and rose; only was 59c. Dollar
Day, 3 yards—

$1.00

$1.00

Fineco Auto
Seat Covers
We will close the remainder of
these out.
Seats and backs only, $5.50: for

Figured Voiles; 4 yards for—

$1.00
Figured Organdy (regular 59c);
3 yards for—

$1.25

$1.00
Men’s Pongee Silk; 3 for—

$1.00

Figured Dimities, big cleanup of
all of our remaining summer
stock; 3 yards for—

Rag Rugs
27x54
69c

Boys’ Colored Border Handker
chiefs; 11 for—

$4.50
Complete Sets, $11.75; for—

$8.50

The Following Goods Will Be Placed On Sale Friday A. M. (Not on Sale Thursday)
|

CARD OF THANKS

•

One lot of Rain
Coats—

FOR DOLLAR DAYS ONLY
Esco Rayon and Silk Hose, 2 pairs for

Lingerie—Second Floor

Monroe-Lift left eld—Camden. Auk. 27. by
Rev. Ralph H. Bftvden. Willis W Monroe and
MLss Phyllis 11. Littlefield, tw»th ot Camden.
Curry-Vlnal -Owl’s Head, Auk. 27. by Rev.
H. E. White. Lockhart Curry <»f Rockland and
Burnley Vlnal
Thomaston.
e---------- •-------

& CJ

First showing with
special prices on
Fall Travel and
Dressy Coats.

$1.00

Norton had as guests
last week Mr. and Mrs. Charles John
son of Medford, Mass. Mr. Norton
arrived Saturday morning to spend
the weekend with his family.
Mrs. Samuel Cohan and Mrs. Harry
Bailey and sin Harry from East Bos
ton. were West*. of M rs. flporgia
Snow from Wednesday to Friday.
Rev. A. C. Rehine, Miss Alice iiodge.
Mrs. A. F. Sfeeper. Mary and Marjorie
Sleeiier and Elizabeth Till were
Kliosts of Cleveland Sleeper in an auto
ride to Augusta Saturday.
.1. Roswell Allen of Whitinsville.
Mass., arrived Saturday morning to
spend his two weeks vacation with his
mother, Mrs. Julia Allen.

Warren.

McCallum
Full
Fashioned
Pure
Silk, firsts; every
pair has name
McCallum printed
on heel, service
weight

a $1.00
3

One lot............................

To all my relatives, neighbors and friends,
and especially to the members of 'he churches tS/
and fraternal organizations. I wish to extend
my heartfelt thanks for the many acts of kind Is
ness shown me during my recent Illness. Your
Dollar Day Specials throughout the messages of sympathy, your gifts of flowers,
store Thursday and Friday.
See fruit, candy and money, and every act of
appreciated.
some of the Specials in the south kindness were greatly
4
Bertha E. Hart.

window,—QpniajL

$5.00

SOUTH THOMASTON

We wish to express our sincere thanks and
appreciation to the friends and relatives who
so kindly aided us in our recent bereavement, i
We especially wish to thank those who
offered ears and also for the beautiful floral
offerings. Mrs. Edna Drake. Mrs. Sarah E.
Drake. Mrs. Emma Beaton, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry M. Colburn.
•

Last call on light
weight Coats; sec
these
bargains.
Velvets and Blaz
ers—
•

One lot...........................

Dollar Day Specials throughout the
See
Frank L. Luce, Jr., whose parents, store Thursday and Friday.
Rev. and Mrs. Frank L. Luce, mainr- some of the Specials in the south
103-104
tain a summer home on the Camden window—Gonia’s.
road, was one of the winners in the
Gonias Wall Paper Sale begins
Maine double championship recently
Monday. Aug. 27. and continues dur
held at Squirrel Island.
ing the week; 5000 rolls of High Grade
Mrs. I^ois Cassens will lead the Papers at 1-3 to 1-2 the regular price;
First Baptist Church prayer and 2000 rolls all 30 in. wide. Papers for
praise service tonight at 7.15. This every room ip, tlie house. Buy no-v
is the monthly covenant meeting and even though you don't use them until
the topic will be “God’s Promises.” later.
102-104
Each one is asked to repeat his or her
favorite “promise.”
The ladies of St. Peter's Guild with
Mrs. R. D. Seville as chairman are to
The date for tlie opening meeting give a publie huction party Thursday
of the Knox County General Hos evening at **Shoreiands" the attrac
pital’s campaign for funds has been tive -summer home of Mrs. J. X,
set at Sept. 10 in Temple hall. An or Southard, Ingraham Hill. There will
ganization meeting at which the elec- lie several arizes and refreshments
master Veazie has consented to ho will be servM.—adv.
lion bulletins will be heard. Post
city chairman.
There are miw enough autos in
America to ufermit every man, wom IS
Albertus W. Clarke shows us an an. and, chira to ride at the same
interesting souvenir in the form of a time and pretty soon all the cars will
circular advertising Barnum's Circus lie able to wet gas simultaneously.—
which showed af tlie Southend in this Brunswick #Ga.) Pilot.
city in the early Eighties. Among the
well remembered features of that
BORN
Be»n - Rnrklmii, Aim. 22. to Mr. and
circus were Jumbo, the world’s
Mrs.
Harold
Ihaft.
a
son.
largest elephant; and Jo-Jo, the dog
Mills—Waldobdro. Auk. 32, to Mr. and Mrs.
faced boy.
J. Byron Mills (Pearl Barnes), a son, Jack.
The regular schedule of th“ Maine
Coast League calls for only three
moro. games in Rockland, and if the
fans appreciate the heavy financial
sacrifice which the local backers are
making they will turn out in force* to
help make the situation as easy as
possible. Today Rockland has as good
a team as there is in the League, and
its low standing is due to the fact
that the jin^c camped so persistently
on its trail in the first half of the
season. Tonight Belfast plays here
and with Turner in the box the sparks
will fly.

COATS

Wo can list only a few items. This year wo are putting on sale Friday A. M. certain items that
will not be on sale Thursday. Sec lower part of this advertisement.

Dollar Day Clean-up

Mrs. J. P.

The linen committee of the Universalist Fair will meet at the home of
Mrs. Almon B. Cooper, 149 Lwnerock
street, Wednesday evening at 7.3D
o’clock.

Rockland Dollar Days with nearly every store cooperating, comes but once a
year and the Senter Crane Company make it a big event. For these two
days profits are forgotten. Come either day.

CRETONNE

STATIONERY SPECIAL

Japanese Cotton Crepe

One lot Maidstone Print, fast color, heavy
cretonne; 4 yards—

Haddon Hall Stationery, engraved “Rock
land, Maine,” regular price 50c, 59c, 69c,
according to size. Dollar Days, 2 boxes for

Regularly 19c. Colors, yellow, orange,
lavender, blue, grey, etc.—

$1.00

12 l-2c

$1.00

TURKISH TOWELS
50c Towels 16x32; 12 for—

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

$1.00
Colored Bordered
•
Please do not ask for these Thursday

Men’s Athletic Union Suits
The remainder of our 79c Garments; 2 for

$1.00
Please do not ask for these Thursday

C'^i

'ifcF.ft tea
SALADA’

VINALHAVEN

Make tea as usual —thoroughly chill —flavor to
taste. You will find it refreshing and delicious.

TEA

LOOK

tnfu

ovaPRICEUST
You’ll see not only prices that are right—to the
penny—but merchandise picked for its down
right excellence. Millwork, lumber, roofing—
any building material can be had here to
better advantage. For instance, we sell—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard because it’s
simply the best there is. Pure gypsum rock,
in broad, high sheets, between tough papers.
Saws and nails like lumber. Never warps,
buckles, cracks. Insulates. Perfect for decora
tion. Stop and look at a sample, or telephone—

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.

Tel. 14

Rockland

Mr. and Mrs. Thad C. Carver of
Pratt, Kansas, who are summering
at tile Carver homestead, entertained
the following guests at dinner Sat
urday at Rockaway Inn Lane’s
Island: Mr. and Mrs. K. G. Carver.
.Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver. Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Carver, Mr. und Mrs. E.
L. Glldden. Hiram Vlnal. Mrs. Mary
MeXIchol. Miss Elizabeth Pease.
Miss Eva Ryan, Mrs. Mary Noyes.
Pred Noyes, Mae L. Post. Bessie
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. White. Mrs. Min
nie Smith and Mrs. Harriet Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Oeorgeson
and daughter Ellen were in Rockland
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Webster, daugh
ters Barbara and Jean and sons Billy
and Lloyd left Monday for Medford.
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley re
turned Saturday from a week's visit
in Castine.
Elizabeth Gilford returned Satur
day from Castine.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sullivan and
daughter Ernestine who have spent
the past week at Uncle Tom's Cabin
in Shore Arres, left Sunday for their
home in Fall River, Mass. Mrs. Sul
livan was formerly Miss Eva Noyes
of this town.
Herman Fronery of New Jersey was
a weekend guest of Miss Rita Green
law.
Stephen Gould of Auburn and
Rockland spent the past week with
Mrs. Gould at the home of her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lawry.
Recently the following party en
joyed an outing at Hermann's beach:
Misses Helen Patterson, Mary Neil
son. Eliza Patterson, Mrs. Almond
Young and children Frances, Stella
and Sonny. Mrs. Jack Phillips and
daughter Norma, Jack Meade. Mrs.
G. A. Neilson and Mrs. J. A. Nichols.
A. G. Johnson has bought the pool
room business of the heirs of Sidney
V. Colburn.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Wooster of Eoston were In town Friday in the inter
est of the Libby-Burchell Fisheries
plant and were guests at Rockaway
Inn.
Recent guests at Bridgeside in
clude: Miss Mildred Knerr. Laguna
Beach. Calif.: Harold Knerr. New
York City: Mr. and Mrs. Dale C. Hoe,
and Mary Hoe. Warren, Mass.: Mr.
and Mrs. H. H. Wheeler, Toronto; D.
Morgan Richards and son Morgan
and Mrs. J. H. Parry, Utica, N. Y.;
| Miss Cora Duffey and Miss Agnes Ar
nold, Germantown, Pa.; Miss Ella
Longnecker, Philadelphia.
Mrs. E. B. Bearse of Dorchester,
Mass., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Delano.
Rev. and Mrs. Elton Bassett of New
Bedford, guests of Mrs. James Greg
ory. left Saturday for their home,
called by the illness of a relative.
Mrs. Mary McLeod of Roxbury,
Mass., son Clyde Thomas, and grand
daughter, Miss Virginia Thomas of
Pawtucket, R. I., left Thursday after
a vacation spnet in town.
i Mrs. Mary Cassie is entertaining
Mr. and Mrs. McElroy and children
Rebecca and John of Worcester,
Mass.
Miss Muriel Chilles is visiting a
friend in Bangor.
Miss Frances McIntosh returned
Thursday from a visit in Bangor

ALL ROADS
LOOK ALIKE
TO ME”
11

Steep hills, rough roads, loose gravel, difficult detours—
they’re all in the day’s work to Oldsmobile.

A great new 55-h. p. engine provides power for any need and
speed to meet any emergency. A new-type cylinder head of
General Motors Research design gives the pep and snap of
high-compression performance without the use of special fuels.

And finc-car design—evidenced in such details as four Lovejoy
hydraulic shock absorbers and deep-cushioned, form-fitting
seats—assures complete riding comfort.
Come take a drive. See why thousands of Oldsmobile owners
are saying “All roads look alike to me.”
TWO-DOOR SEDAN

'925

fSpare
. o. b.Tire
Ldurinf
Extra

Oldsmobile
PRODUCT

OP

GENERAL

MOTORS

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
Rockland, Me.

21 Limerock Street

'THE

FINE

CAR

OF

Every-Other-Day
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When your

Children Cry
for It
There is hardly a household that
hasn't heard of Castoria! At least
five million homes are never without
it. If there are children in your
family, there’s almost daily need of
its comfort. And any night may find
you very thankful, there’s a bottle in
the house. Just a few drops, and that
colic or constipation is relieved; or
diarrhea checked. A vegetable pro
duct ; a baby remedy meant for young
folks. Castoria is about the only
thing you have ever heard doctor!
advise giving to infants. Stronger
medicines are dangerous to a tiny
baby, however harmless they may he
to grown ups. Good old Castoria!
Rememlier the name, and remember
to buy it. It may spare you a sleep
less, anxious night. It is always
ready, always safe to use; in emer
gencies, or for everyday ailments.
Any hour of the day or night that
Baby becomes fretful, or restless.
Castoria was never more popular
witli mothers than it is today. Every
druggist has it.

CASTORIA
with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Lkbby.
Mrs. Walter Ingerson and daugh
ter Allegra returned from Knox Hos
pital Thursday where the latter re
ceived treatment for throat trouble.
Miss Laura B. Sanborn exhibited
oil paintings and hand painted china
of her own work at the Fifield store
Saturday. Compliments that were
both pleasing and encouraging were
bestowed and her many friends are
glad for her success. This week she
will visit friends at Matinicus.
Vinalhaven was pleased to be in
the route of the whirlwind tour of the
Republican campaigners who reached
here at 10.30 Friday—however it was
rather difficult to hold the crowd who
desired to see and hear them as* the
time of speeches was delayed or
changed several times. Congressman
White, Zelma Dwinal and Mrs. Guy
P. Gannett spoke and were en
thusiastically received. Many had to
leave for dinner or duties before the
others appeared. The visitors dined
at Rockaway Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Randall of
South Braintree. Mass., are guests
at the Ames Farm, Calderwood’s
Neck.
Miss Lucy Ella Ames of North
Haven is the guest of her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Ames at
the Ames Farm. Calderwood’s Neck.
Miss Marietta Ingerson was also a
guest at the farm recently.

Utilizing the Beauty
of Ancient Paneling
Paneling In Tudor days was a
necessity, not a luxury, and there
was continual activity In the build
ing line, says an article in Arts
and Decoration Magazine. In many
Instances the changes and altera
tions are closely associated with
the history of the family who were
the owners of the building.
At the time of Henry VII the in
terior of many of the famous
houses throughout the land was
much changed and there seemed a
greater desire for smaller and
more private rooms. The great hall
usually contained the finest exam
ples of wood carving, but In Eliza
bethan times the long gallery and
smaller rooms succeeded It and
the beauty of the paneling was fre
quently hidden by richly colored
and magnificent tapestries.
Much of this fine work has with
stood the wear and tear of cen
turies by pure accident. In many
eases being covered by thick coats
of plaster which has seemed Io an
erstwhile owner more attractive
than the somber wall covering. The
clever antique denier of today
takes a portion from one house, a
door from another and a wall from
a third and if correct in period,
puts them together to form a room
that breathes the mellowness and
charm of antiquity.

Gave Up Prized Sword
in Expiation of Crime
In the high mountains beyond
NIkko, In central Japan, nestles
Lake Chuzenjl, and above it the
sacred mountain Nantai San rears
Its bare crest. Once it was the
dwelling place of a pacific Buddhist
hermit saint.
Pilgrims from all
parts of Japan climb Its steep
slopes. They are dressed in white
robes, carry staffs and rosaries In
hand, and chant a Buddhist prayer
as they climb. An avenue of scar
let lacquer “torll,” or gateways,
guides the pilgrim to tlie shrine on
the summit.
Near the peak Is a hare patch
of rock, overhanging a steep preci
pice. On this rock Is a heap of
swords, daggers und other weapons,
rusted with age. In ancient times
a man who had committed a deed
of blood mode a pilgrimage to Nantai San and offered up Ids weapon
In expiation of his crime. To the
Samurai, the warrior, his sword
was Ills most prized possession, and
the murderer wjio sacrificed his
precious sword gave up in atone
ment what he valued more than his
own life.
This heap of ancient sword
blades, daggers and other weapons
cun he seen on Nantai San at pres
ent, a relic of feudal times.
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((g) by Dodd, Mead A Company.)

Napoleon Bonaparte

23

(Part I)
Sailing today and every day at 8
LEAN, shy, uuderalzed youth
2.M
of twenty-five hung about
I’. M. Eastern Time. Music—
Purls In 1704, looking for employdancing—and sea-cooled rest.
|SI
ment.
He was a fairly good
Lb
writer and had at one time planned
S. S. “CAMDEN”
a literary career; but In this field
3b
32
S. S. “BELFAST”
he bad failed and bud, therefore,
returned to military life. He had
sail from Rockland for Boston.
served with distinction In the army
Returning, leave Boston daily at
of the new French republic, but the
Ml
6
P. M. Daylight Time. Reduced
M3
convention
could
find
no
further
Ml
MO
36 39
use for his services. He was mis
rates for automobiles accompan
erably poor, chafing at Inaction and
IMS
MM
ied by passengers.
without prospects. Within ten yeara
he was destined to be emperor of Last Sunday sailing to Boston Sep
53
|M9
France and tlie most powerful and tember 2; thereafter sailings daily
famous man on earth.
except Sunday. No Monday sailings ,
The lonely, unemployed youth from Rockland on Bar Harbor and
58
5b 57
55
5M
was Napoleon Bonaparte, one of Blue Hill Lines after Monday, Sep
the thirteen children of an Ital tember 3.
IW
bl
59
ian lawyer living In Corsica.
At
Connections at Boston with
the age of ten young Bonaparte had
b7
w
bb
85
been sent to a mlllitary school,
direct steamers to New York
where his poverty, shyness and Ig For tickets, reservations and Informa
norance of French (a language he
fc>9
b&
tion apply Local Agent
never learned to speak without ac
cent) made him unpopular and
©TMl IMTCSMaTIONai SVNDICXTl.
laughed at by his schoolmates.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Many of these 6uuie schoolmates
18-A
thoroughfare
1-Begone
S2-Scraped linen
were one day to be fawning, cring
(abbr.)
5-Bewlldera
54-Golf club (pi.)
ing servants of the lad they now
21-Exaetly alike
9-Flatter
56-Made Into law
despised.
When he was sixteen
23-Rend
11-A large eerpent
69-P reposition
Bonaparte wus commissioned a
26-Admlre to excess
13- Show to be false
60-Leander'a
lieutenant of artillery and at twen
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
29- Prank
14- Negatlve. Prefix
sweetheart
ty-one was a captain.
The army
Eastern Standard Time
15- Melody
(1-Cozy reside nee
30- To waote
wus divided between allegiance to
Trains Leave Rockland for
King Louis XVI and tlje new revo Augusta, 17.45 a. m., fl.55 p. in., k4.45 p. m.,
17-Ralment
62- A continent (abbr.) 32- A plunge
16.10 p. m.
lutionary party.
Bouaparte sided
33- Suffix meaning
19- Exlet
63- Rlae agalnet
Bangor, 17.45 a. m., 11.55 p. in., k4.45 p. m.,
with the latter. Wlierf he noted the
20- Efface from
“agent"
authority
J6.10 p. m.
cowardice with which Louis yield Boston, |7.45 a. m., 11.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
memory
65- Metal piece screwed 3S-3ooner than
16.10 p. m.
ed to the mob, he muttered:
3S-Speak
22-Prevented
on to bolt
Brunswick, 17.45 a. m., 11-55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
“It is all up with him 1
A few
16.10 p. m
39- To tear up
24- Ground occupied by 66- Wadlng bird
charges of grape would scatter that Lewiston, 17.45 a. m., 11.55 p. m.
resting army
SB-Shekespearlan king 40- One more
New
York, k4.45 p. ni., |6*10 p. m.
pack of curs." He stored the les Philadelphia,
25- Prlvate hint
42-Turned out
69-Dagger
C6*10 p. in.
son in his memory and later put Portland, 17.45 a. in., 11.55 p. in., k4.45 p. m.,
27- Tool for cutting
43- Mark left by b'ow
16.10
p.
in.
It to use.
VERTICAL
46- Mallelous f.-Ug
screw threads (pi.)
C6*10 p. m.
In September, 1798, as lieutenant- Washington,
W’aterville, 17.45 a. m., 11.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
47- Happenlng
28- Pronoun
1- To run quickly
colonel
of
artillery.
It
was
his
"5.10
p.
m.
49-Eaat Indian coin
29- Surrendera
2- Cone-ehaped
Daily, except. Sunday t Daily, except Saturday.
strategic skill that won Toulon
31- Southern State
60-Se c’neriuue o*
Pullman passengers only, except coach between
3- Symbol for gold
from Englund. For tills he was pro
kockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
(abbr.)
52-A.4- Shtckle
moted to the rank of brigadier-gen C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
5- Pertalnlng to fever 63-Generel pirport
Aug.
21
to
Sept.
16,
inc.
Tues.,
Thurs. und Sun.
32- Qlrl’e name
eral—and allowed to wander Idly July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run
Sun., July 1.
34- F'ow with g:nr,e
6- Latln for “oil"
34-Equalt
und hungrily about Faris looking
murmur
(abbr.)
37-School book
for work! He Is even said, at this
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
68-Cnanna; ,f
7- Taunte
33- Talk Idly
time, to have planned to offer his
STEAMBOAT CO.
transportsHen
8- Source
services to the sultan of Turkey. Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
41-1 n want
(ebb**.)
Swan’s Island
But at the ebb of his fortune a sud
10- Journey
44- Prepoeltlon
Summer Arrangement
57- Polr,t of cempses
den turn came. In October. 1795,
11- To eew loosely
45- Demollshed
(Subject to Phage Without Notice)
fsbbr.)
the people of Faris rose against
IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
together
48- Half a dozen
58-Wet
the convention.
Thirty thousand
DAILY, SUNDAY EXCEPTED
12- Wlth mouth wide
(Roman)
VINALHAVEN LINE
Si-Colleqe Degree
strong they marched on the TulleSteamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
open
49- Houte covering _
(abbr.)
rles.
Burraa, president of the Sunday
at 7.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. Arriving
13- Produced
Si-Preacher's title
67-New England Stats
convention, appointed Bonaparte at Kockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
(abbr.)
to command tlie 5,000 troops at that turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
(abbr.)
18-Part of verb "to be’
m. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
body's disposal.
Bonaparte turned p.
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
Solution to Previous Puzzle
bis artillery Into the advancing STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
mob of guardsmen, townfolk and
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
WARREN
riffraff and sent them flying.
In
at 6?30 a. m., Stonington 7.30, North
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman B. Randall reward he was placed in command Sunday
Haven 8.30; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Clarence of the Army of the Interior. Hla Returning leaves Kockland at 2.30 p. m., North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40; due to ar
Spear and Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Over career had begun.
rive at Swan’s Island about 6.00 p. m.
look Sunday at Spruce Head, where
B. H. STINSON,
He married, March 9, 1796, Jo
they have a cottage for the month. sephine Beauharnals, a father el
General Ag
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Achorn, Sr. derly Creole widow from Mar
have also been their guests over a tinique.
She did not love Bona
weekend since their stay at Spruce parte, but married him because
Head. All unite in proclaiming it Barras told her the youth had a
a most pleasant place to visit.
future.
She was notoriously un
Mrs. Edna Moore has given up her faithful to this new husband of
work at the Georges River Mills and
is our aim in preparing and
hers, and repaid his ardent devo
H. N. Hilton will take her place as tion with mere tolerance. Almost
erecting
our Cometary Me
warp dresser.
directly after the marriage the
"Forgetting” is the subject for the young bridegroom was sent to take
morials.
Baptist Wednesday evening prayer charge of France’s Italian army,
service.
which had been dragging on an In
Let ut quote pricee and ad
Mr. aid Mrs. Waldo Lyons of
decisive warfare against Austria
Phoenix, Arizona, and their dog Billy and Sardinia. He had a ragged,
vise you upon the selection of
EAST APPLETON
Whiskers camped overnight in the unpaid host of 40,000. The allied
a suitable Memorial for your
Recent guests at the Squirrels capacious barn of G. D. Gould Friday. Austrians and Sardinians were far
Nest camp: Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mr. and Mrs. Lyons are spending the stronger; yet Inside of five days
Cemetery Plot.
Keating and two children of Boston; summer season motoring through Bonaparte had whipped them to
Harry N. Gushee and A. C. Zinck. the United States choosing their gether and separately, and within
>t Boston, and Mrs. Martha Kellar route from day to day. They had a a month had won all northern Italy
W. E. Doman & Son
of Thomaston.
very comfortable bed in their Chrys
for France.
He ended the cam
Inc.
Mrs. A. T. Bliss and Miss Mildred ler sedan and patronize restaurants paign by forcing Austria to cede
Moses motored to Bar Harbor and and hqtels for their food. Mr. Lyons territory and Indemnity.
East Union, Maine
Breaking every old tradition and
other places of interest Monday is in the real estate business so all
matters pertaining to the land were established rule of warfare, exer
returning via Rockland 'Tuesday.
cising wondrous Ingenuity, swift
Authorized Distributors of
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan J. Hawkes, of interest to them. Among other
ness and audacity, the Corsican
son and daughter of Belmont. Mass., interesting things he told were that
Granite and Marble
had completely dazed and outwit
Arizona
taxes
are
much
lower
than
Mrs. Carolyn Page of Rockland and
those in the East. Automobiles are ted his slower-brained foes. And
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bennet of Cam
registered and the driver licensed for these same unexpected and geniusl>T-tf
den were recent guests of Mrs. Adella
a fee of $3.00 in Arizona whether the bred tactics were to serve him
Gushee.
car is a Rolls-Royce or a "Lizzie.” against many another foe. He re
Appleton friends of Rev. Charles They have fine roads out there, turned In triumph to Parla, when
(fftfork, every gravy
Smith were saddened to hear of his mostly of cement. They build them
he was sent, early In 1798, with
death.
deep on account of the shifty sandy 80,000 men to Invade Egypt This
Edward Ames was in Rockland soil because they crawl, where here expedition, so far as concerned the
Tuesday.
they are built deep on account of Mamelukes and Turkish armies he
Call 170
Blueberries seem to he a great frost action. Mr. and Mrs. Lyons encountered, waa a brilliant suc
People’s Laundry
expect to he home by Thanksgiving cess for French arms. But Bona
industry at present around here.
17 Limerock Street
Fine views of California have been Day, and Billy Whiskers, who has parte's fleet was destroyed by the
English, and the garrison of Acre,
We do all kinds of Laun
received from Miss {Rosa Cynthia now a matter of 50,000 miles to his
made
up
partly
of
Englishmen,
suc

Gushee who is touring that beautiful credit, will by that time be a travel
dry Work. Family Wash
cessfully resisted his attack.
ing a Specialty.
Wet
State. Among other things received seasoned veteran.
From
first
to
last,
England
was
Mrs. James Kellogg of Cambridge
from her was a box of candied fruit
| Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
Bonaparte's
stumbling"
block.
In
for her aunt Mrs. Grace S. Bliss at Mass., who is summering at St
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars
his time he thrashed and bullied
Squirrels Nest camp, Sennebec Pond. George spent Tuesday with Mrs.
and
browbeat
every
other
nation,
Mrs. Carrie Lane of Haverhill, Charles W. McKellar. On Thurs
as the school bully might the lltMrs.
McKellar
entertained
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. day
Telephone Connection
tlest boy. But whenever he clashed
Joseph Ames and other friends in Mrs. Nina Gregory of Glencove and
with England he soon or late
Gilchrest
Miss Katherine Gregory who has
town.
met discomfiture.
While Bona
Frank E. Sprague, a former Apple- I been visiting her mother during the
Monumental
Works
parte
was
In
Cairo
on
his
return
ton boy, has been a recent visitor in summer vacation. Miss Gregory has
from Syria news came of French
Main Street
town.
a responsible position in a Rhode
defeats In Italy and of a political
Thomaston, Maine
The apple, pear and plum trees Island city as superintendent of
crisis In Paris. Also—end to him,
• ARTISTIC" MEMORIALS
look as if it were an "off year’’—as schools.
at that time, perhaps, most Impor
•Billy Murphy returned to his home
the old folks used to say—for fruit.
tant of all—came private advices
Raspberries and blueberries have not in •Cambridge, Mass., Saturday after
of Josephine's new flirtation with
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
been as plentiful as usual, on many having spent three weeks on the
other men. The triple tidings suf
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
farms not any to speak of, and not McKellar farm.
ficed to send Bonaparte hurrying
a large yield of blackberries on
Osteopathic Physician
back home, leaving his army to
What was probably the first “sire
cultivated vines.
shift for Itself.
By Appointment—Tel. 136
Mrs. Adella visited her daughter exchange” in the United States was
Rockland
He reached Paris at the crucial 35 Limerock St
Mrs. Carolyn Page of Rockland held this year at the State Fair
moment of the governmental crisis,
Graduate of American School of
grounds in South Dakota, when live
last week.
und, by taking advantage of every
Osteopathy
stock owners .brought in their boars,
turn of fortune as foreseen by his
rams, and bulls for trade or sale. To
rare diplomacy, he succeeded In DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
CLARK ISLAND
cover incidental expenses there was
Mr. and Mrs. George McCourtie a charge of 25 cents for each boar winning the position of first con
sul.
Osteopathic Physician
have returned to their home in and ram and 50 cents for each bull
Then It was that the man’s true
Detroit after having spent their The exchange aroused considerable
396
MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
character showed forth.
His was
honeymoon with his parents Mr. and interest and favorable comment and
a double ambition—first to make
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
Mrs. Peter McCourtie.
created an opportunity for compari
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tucker and son and discussion of the merits of France strong at home and terrible
79-tf
abroad, find, secondhand above
son Vincent and Patrick Tucker of the various animals.
all—to win for himself the highest
New Haven. Conn., are the guests of
Although at times this country ap
obtainable power and glory. He
DR. E. B. HOWARD
Mr. and Mrs. William Pierson.
pears to be infested with an unduly
set to work restorinft order and
Baylus Shoemaker Jr. of New York large variety of insect pests, the
Dentist
prosperity to his unsettled country,
city is visiting his aunt Mrs. Charles number is small compared with what conciliating rival factions and fram
Dental X-Ray and Diagnatla
E. Baum.
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to B
it might be were it not for the for
ing a new and inspired code of
OPEN EVENINGS
eign plant quarantines of the De
laws. Then lie put Into action his
BV APPOINTMENT
partment of Agriculture. During the
plan to conquer the world.
Tel. 1020
past year 7150 insects on plants and
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
plant products were intercepted and

A

EASTERN ;
tlennnhip lines

Quality

Morning

Action of the Bowels
The commonest ailment of the Ameri
can people, and the one that causes the
most serious sickness is constipation.
While many remedies are recommended
you may be absolutely sure that this oldfashioned remedy, “L. F.” Atwood's Medi
cine, taken in small doses, and continued
for several weeks, will correct this slow
bowel action. 60b and 15c everywhere.

L F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

kept out of the United States. These
included 556 recognized species and
473 insects belonging to various fam
ilies, among them being fruit pests
such as the Mediterranean and
West Indian fruit flies and tlie Mexi
can fruit worm on fruit from numer
ous foreign countries; the chestnut
weevil and so-called codling-moth of
Europe on chestnuts from Italy and
Spain; the turnip gall weevil on tur
nips from France. Holland, and Eng
land; and the sweet-potato weevil on
potatoes from Porto Rico, Brazil and
Trinidad.

Machinery that is used in field or
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
forest, such as engines or tractors,
Dentist
should be in such shape that sparks W0 Main St.
Rockland
cannot get out of the ^fpokestack or Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. S39-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to I
burning particles of carbon blow out
Fvenlnre hv Anonlntment
and thus set fire to the dry brush
timber, grass or grain. The ground
E. W. HODGKINS, M. Dshould be cleared down to th.e min
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to I P. M
eral soil for a distance of several
Residence until 9 A. M„ and fey
feet around a stationary engine, and
Appointment. Telephone 166
it is well to wet down thd ground
around it at least twice a day.
THOMASTON, ME.
J

Every-Other-Day

CAMDEN CONCERT COURSE
Second Event In This Notable Series Again Introduces

“Where Thoroughbreds Meet”

Artists of a Very High Calibre.

Maine State Fair
»X Annually Labor Day Week

1928 - Sept. 3-4-5-6 -

1928

WHERE’

THEY'LL ALL BE THERE !!

Maine State Fair--Who?
The Kelleys and Cohens
The Kingsleys and Rowens,
The Smiths and the Hoovers

Will watch the maneuvers;

It’s always fair weather

When they get together

On the Midway at Lewiston Fair

THE BIG EVENT
OF THE SEASON
PLAN YOUR FRIENDS TO GREET
AT THE MAINE STATE FAIR

WHERE THOROUGHBREDS MEET
J. S. BUTLER, Sec.

B.C.M3,

1

CIGARS.

To Be Sure •
PREPARE, FOR. THE

T camp, on a picnic or at home, these Cloverdale values will make the holidays a
delight for your family and guests. The low prices will please the budgeteer . •
because Cloverdale savings are never at the expense of quality, weight ot service.

A

At an unusually law price !

tall

Pink Salmon
goad quality

lender and ■.ert:

NEW
PACK

Valley Peas
P-lltSl • Ihe 'rontlpr rhee.e

PtMENTO
LoaS Cheese lb. Vlt

AMERICAN
lb.

15
25

yr
Sit

Stuffed Olives
med. bot.
Fancy Imported Sardines can 17<
Slade's Prepared Mustard jar
Beech'Nut Peanut Butter jak
Maraschino Cherries
bot.
Waxed Rolls
S MR
Peppermint Patties la. box »»<
Cloverland Chocolates io. box 44?
Cigarettes p°i>.i.r Br.mi. x racs. *St

Ta laiure perfect
{sandwiches for your J
picnic, use

St
yrf
lot

Cloverdale

*Sf

Fancy Creamery

BUTTER

The fancy (.toierdule mixture:

Pickles

7

t

««•

33
CL<ErTnD>LE 2^29
Mr

MIXED

The Champagne of Ginger 4les !

Canada Dry

GINGER
ALE

if

3—

lit

Coeomalt
,4 i b. can
Crlspo Fig Bars
* lbs. X5l
N.B.C DeluxeAesertmenti.B. I'kc. X4f
Deviled Hans i nd.r.««r. meucan xol
After Dinner Mints
lb. 19I
Package Candles
1 k»« id#
Nankl Teas
ft lb. rac.
Pan Amerlcnn Coffee
lb. 4
Surprise Coffee
lb

at
at

50

Rex CofSee
A fitting climax to
any meal anywhere

'•47‘

Once tasted. no other grape juice will do t

Welch's Grape Juice
The creamy chocolate-mailed food beverage t

£ 49

77i« original food marshmallow .

CampSire Marshmallows

pt.

bot.

94 1b.
can
IX ox.
tin

AUOUST Slth TO HFTEMBER 1st

29'
29
25'

Superheterodyne Now Avail
able With AC Tubes For
Complete Electric Opera
tion.

The next .and final concert of the
A new line of Radiolas Including
series will take place the evening of
Sept. 5.
superheterodyne receivers utilizing
AC radiotrons throughout, for sim
To Mr. Nlllsen^ the Norwegianplified electric operation with selfAmerican basso, fell the trying duty
of opening the program, and from the
enclosed loudspeakers of improved
dynamic type, and a new loudspeaker
moment he stepped on to the stage,
of artistic design, is announced by
the audience was captivated by his
gracious manner, commanding per
the Radio Corporation of America.
sonality and glorious voice. Classed
Pointing out that “years of inten
as a basso and possessing the rich
sive research and constant develop
ness and depth peculiar to that type
ment by the leading radio organiza
of voice, there is however, the wide
tions have served to confirm the
range of beauty of quality usually
soundness of basic principles repre
associated with baritone, and his
sented in the superheterodyne cir
Ringing at all times is marked by con
cuit,’ the announcement reads, “Now
summate artistry. He is a pupil of
with the application of AC tubes to
Basso—Invoration to Orpheus... I'eri-nortdla the late Jean de Reske, and is said to
the superheterodyne circuit, follow
1'llgrira's Song ............... Tschalkowsky be one of the most brilliant young
ing the example set . with the im
Mr. Nlllsen
before1 the public today.
Viola- Adagio .......................................... Handel artists
proved tuned radio-frequency circuit,
Allegro from Concerto In B-minor
Possibly the Norwegian numbers
broadcast reception takes another
............-................................................... Handel
Paal paa Hougen” and “Tonerna”
step forward towards the ultimate of
•Mme. Maruchess
aroused the greatsst enthusiasm.
Soprano—Corazon porque pasals ....................
perfection.”
I ...................................... Spanish 17th Century Seldom is more beautiful singing
The new AC superheterodyne re
•Mlnue Cantado ....... (arr. by Obradors, heard than Mr. Nlllsen gave in
ceivers are introduced in three
(with viola d’ amore obligato,
“Tonerna,” a song of thanksgiving.
Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes
models to be known as Radiola 60,
............................................ arr. Roger Quilter Here the full beauty of his upper voice
a popular priced table model, Ra
CAMDEN
Blow Thy Horn, Hunter .... Old English was heard, combined throughout with
diola 62, a console cabinet with en
Miss Knowlton
Viola—Andante and Minuet ........... Milandre subtle shading. These two songs
closed dynamic speaker, and Radiola
Miss
Mabel
Libbey
left
on
the
early
Mme. Maruchess
were repeated, and an encore added to
64. a larger console cabinet with a
Soprano—Ballatella (I Pagllgcc|), Leoncavallo the final group. The audience wa« train Monday for Melrose, Mass.,
dynamic speaker of greater power.
•Miss Cesi
where
she
will
resume
her
duties
in
Intermezzofrom “Goyescas”, Granados very loth to let Mr. Nlllsen go, and he
“The use of a power detector tube
Viola Elegy ........... ;................................. Faure was obliged to bow his acknowledg the Melrose Hospital after a visit according to the announcement, is
Norwegian Dance .....................Halvorsen ments df the applai^se again and with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. II. W.
a new and revolutionary develop
(arr.Herman Sauhy)
Libbey.
again.
Mme. Maruchess
ment which makes it possible to ob
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rufus
Ferrin
of
Soprano Me gustan todas, Spanish Folk-song
A decided novelty was the work of
tain much greater volume without
Estrellita ................ (Mexican Folk-song Mme. Maruchess on the viola. This ‘Beverly, Mass., are guests of his
overloading or distortion than from
(arr. La Forge,
mother
Mrs.
John
Ferrin.
Zamboanga ............ Phlllplno Folk-song unique instrument is a relic of the
Herbert Gunnerson of Philadelphia a detector tube in the usual type
(arr. Susan. Dyer, 18th century and was the forerunner
of circuit. This power detector also
En Cuba ........................Cuban Folk-song of the violin and ’cello. It is a most Is visiting friends in town.
prevents overloading of tlie following
(arr. La Forge,
Dr.
Sarah
L.
Wetherbee
has
re

interesting instrument, having an en
Miss Knowlton
audio stage.
turned
to
her
home
in
Boston
after
Basso—1'aal paaa Hougen ...............................
tirely different tone than either the
“The unusually great output of the
.................................. Old Norwegian Folk-song violin or ’cello, lacking the striking a visit with Mr. and Mrs. William L.
power detector tube is the equal of
Tonerna ........................................ iSjoberg
Tyler.
The flighted Swain ........... Old English tone of the former and the deep one
Mrs. Howard IWilbur and son the first audio stage in the usual
The Bird of the Wilderness .... Horseman of the latter. Mme. Maruchess’ num
Harold
have returned from a visit type of receiver with the result that
Mr. Nlllsen
bers were of varied style and each one
the output from the UX-171-A RaSoprano The Mad Scene from “Lucia”
with
relatives
in Bernard.
.............................................................. Donizetti marked by delicate artistry. Prob
diotron in the power audio stage of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Gardiner
and
Miss Cesi
ably the high light was the “Andante
Radiola 60 is as great as is obtain
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Mann
of
Rock

Miss Cesi, a singer of diminutive and Minuet” by Milandre, with the
able from receivers having two
land,
Mass.,
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
stature, displayed a surprisingly big “Norwegian Darice” a close second.
stages of audio frequency amplifica
Mrs. Thomas W. McKay.
voice. However, it seemed at all The artist was handsomely gowned in
tion. The utilization of but one
The
body
of
the
late
Mrs.
Aubrey
times that she was forcing her voice peach taffeta made after the style of
stage of audio frequency amplifica
Dunton
arrived
on
the
train
last
to its utmost, to such an extent that years gone by, with long bouffant
tion in conjunction with the power
night
from
Melrose,
Mass.,
and
inter

an intense vibration was caused skirt, tight waist and,lace bertha. A
detector makes possible a new degree
ment
was
made
this
morning
at
9.30
bringing about a variance from pitch wreath of quaint flowers was twined
of tone quality.”
in
Hope,
with
commital
service
by
and detracting in general from her in her hair, similar wreaths adorning
“With every consideration of purse,
Rev.
Ralph
H.
Hayden,
rector
of
singing.
It is possible that her the gown.
location and operation adequately
the
St.
Thomas
Episcopal
church.
For her first group of songs Miss
youth and zeal can account for this
Deceased is survived by two sisters, met” concludes the announcement,
condition and that with continued Knowlton was attired in a quaint vel
Mrs. L. C. Osborne of this place and “the new apparatus represents the
study and experience a voice of real vet costume of the “grand Spanish
Mrs.
Adele Mitchell of Andover, culmination of eight years of un
beauty and simplicity will be devel lady.” Of this group the number with
Mass.
The body was accompanied relenting research, engineering and
oped. She was picturesquely gowned Mme. Maruchess proved the most
to
Hope
by Mrs. Mitchell and her production since the first radio pro
for her songs, in Italian peasant cos pleasing, it not being readily under
daughter
Mrs.
M. G. Nichols, also of gram was placed on the air.”
tume for the “Ballatella” and in stood why “Drink to Me Only
Andover.
flowing white robes for the “Lucia” With Thine Eyes” and "Blow Thy
Little Miss Gwendolyn McKay has
WALDOBORO
Horn Hunter”, were chosen, they be
number.
returned from Scituate Beach, Mass.,
Miss Helen Rines of Augusta is
Mr. Bibb’s accompaniments were ing so distinctly the type for a male
where she has been spending the visiting her aunt, Mrs. Fred L.
indescribably lovely as they always singer. The slight indifference shown
summer with her aunt Mrs. Herbert Burnes.
are and called forth unanimous ap for Miss Knowlton’s first group was
Gardiner.
Rev. Guy C. McQuaidee, who has
proval from his hearers who endeav entirely dispelled by her second ap
The meeting of the American Le been spending a week in town, re
ored to convey to him the understand pearance. Here she was in her ele
gion
Auxiliary
will
be
held
Sept.
11.
turned to Portland Saturday.
ing that their applause included him ment, and completely fascinated her
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nadeau of
hearers with her interpretations of . Gapt. Ernest Lamb of New York
at all times.
is
spending
a
few
weeks
at
his
home
Fort Fairfield have been recent visit
Many representative musicians and the Spanish, Mexican, Philipino and
in
Camden.
ors of Mr. and Mrs. Earle Benner.
music lovers from Rockland were Cuban folk songs. Having lived and
Meeting of the Rotary Club today
Mr. and Mrs. F. Standish Ford of
noted in the audience, among them studied in Spain several years, she
with
luncheon
at
noon.
Philadelphia are visiting his uncle,
being Miss Kitty McLaughlin, Mrs. has the ability to color the music of
Rockland
plays
here
Wednesday
Herbert Standish.
.1. Churchill Wahle, Mrs. Ogarita that nation as few artists can. For
Miss Bessie Reed has returned to
Rose Rugg, Mrs. Damie Gardner, Mrs. this group Miss Knowlton was a pic and Saturday. The season is nearly
ovetr
so
be
on
hand
to
cheer
the
New York.
P. P. Bicknell, Mrs. Harriet Frost, turesque figure, gowned in Carmen
boys on.
Miss Ellie McLaughlin who has
Miss Mabel F. Lamb, Mrs. A. J. Bird, attire of brightly flowered fringed
Mrs. Harry L. Forhian and Miss been attending Bates Summer School
Mrs. W. E. Morgan, Mrs, Leola Flint silk, with a huge comb and red rose
Mary
C.
Davis
of
Woodfords
arrive
is at her home here for the remainder
in her hair.
Noyes.
in town this week for a visit with of the summer recess.
friends.
Albert Clark of New York was in
WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. Howard Wilbur has resumed town Saturday.
ASH POINT
her
position
as
bookkeeper
for
the
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hastings and
Mrs. Reid and daughter Betty Jane
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach of
returned home from Knox Hospital Tenants Harbor were dinner guests P. G. Willey Company after a short Miss Gladys Hastings have returned
vacation.
to Somerville, Mass.
Saturday.
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamson last
Clement M. Walden is attending
Dr. and Mrs. M. L. Palmer and
Government men who are working Friday evening.
the
Hairdressers
’
convention
in
Bos

Mrs. Carrie Miller were recent visit
on Ash Island are staying at the
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller and ton this W’eek.
ors in Freeport.
Wellesley.
daughter of Milton, Mass., arrived
♦ » * •
Dr. Charles Wildon Averill of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hurd and
here Wednesday night and are guests
Akron. Ohio, a former principal of
Shirley Hurd are visiting their par
Monroe—Littlefield
of Mr. Keller’s father I). M. Killer
Waldoboro High School, was in town
ents. Mr. and Mrs. George Hurd.
At high noon yesterday in the
and other relatives.
last week calling on his pupils and
The reunion of the oldtimers held
St. Thomas Episcopal church, Miss
Mrs.
Hudson
Hall
of
Rockland
friends.
at the “Crisp” was a real success and
.Phyllis Hortense Littlefield and Wil
spent
a
few
days
last
week
with
Mr.
Harry P. Bossa of Friendship has
another is planned for next year.
lis Wethington Monroe were united
bought the Rexall Drug Store of
Ernest Ginn is visiting George ' an^ Mrs. iS. D. Rankin.
in marriage by Rev. Ralph Hayden,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orville
Edkins
and
P». W. Mitchell.
Hurd.
the double ring service being used.
The Lincoln County O. E. S. field
Miss Mildred Naylor has returned family of Melrose, Mass., are guests The church was artistically decor
to Mrs. McConchie’s after being home of Mrs. Edkins’ parents Mr. and Mrs. ated in golden glow and white phlok. day will he held Sept. 5 at Mrs.
U. E. Leach.
Hall’s cottage In North Edgecomb.
111.
The annual church fair was held The bride, a handsome young woman
Mrs. William Hodkins and children
Charles Stone has a new Wbippejt,
of
charming
personality,
wore
have returned to Worcester, Mass.
A supper was held Monday night i Thursday afternoon on the lawn hetraveling
dress
in
three
shades
of
Mrs. Gertrude Farnsworth Coombs,
at the Owl’s Head town hall to bene tweeen the engine hall and Howard brown, with a large picture hat and
fit Ash Point roads, Mrs. L. E. place. Nearly all the articles were she carried bride roses. Her maid wife of Dr. George H. Coombs of the
sold and a goodly sum netted.
State Department of Health, died at
Dyer was chairman.
Mrs. W. N. Benner Jr. of Rockland of honor. Miss Martha B. Knight of her home here Friday after an Illness
Master Bertell Drinkwater son of
Mt.
Vernon,
New
York
and
Dark
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Drinkwater re and Mrs. Kate Taylor of South Hope Harbor, w’ore a beige colored dress of several weeks. Mrs. Coombs was
cently held a birthday party with 10 spent Thursday with relatives in with a large hat and carried sweet born in Cambridge, Mass., tlie daugh
ter of Jesse K. and Lucy Robinson
of his friends to help celebrate. He town and attended the fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard of peas. Harold Monroe, a brother of Willett. She had lived practically
received many gifts.
the
groom
was
best
man.
The
bride
Athleen McConchie is visiting her Needham. Mass., visited Mrs. Robert was given away by A. H. Parsons, all of her life In Waldoboro where
Heald and family Monday.
she had endeared herself to a large
grandmother Mrs. Emma Witham.
Sylvia, Charlene and Charles Heald with whom she has made her home circle of friends. Since her husband’s
Mrs. Jennie Haskell is working In
for
many
yeasr.
connection with the State Depart
Rockland for the Lawrence Packing were among those registered at the
The wedding music was played by ment of Health she had spent her
Child Welfare meeting at Simonton
Co.
Ethel
Lee
Hayden.
The
bride
’
s
gift
winters in Augusta. Chaplain HerThe schoolhouse is being remod Community hall Monday afternoon.
The Tuesday Club met this week to her maid of honor was a bracelet shey of the National Home at Togus,
elled by (reorge Everett with Harley
with
topaz;
the
groom
gave
his
best
with Mrs. Margaret Andrews.
who conducted the funeral services
Drake as helper.
Among those in town to attend the man gold cuff links, and his gift to Sunday described her lovely char
Walter Stafford of U.S.C.G. visited
the
bride
was
a
traveling
case,
and
church fair were Mrs. Ida Barrows
acter when he paid her a tribute
friends here Friday.
the bride gave the groom a traveling as a loyal friend, devoted wife and
Miss Helen Willis is visiting her of Rockville, Mrs. Laura Packard and
bag.
Immediately
following
the
cere

loving mother.
Mrs. Coombs was
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Willis. Mrs. Walter Tolman of Glencove and
mony the happy pair left for the a member of the Congregational
Ellena Dyer is working at the Mrs. Charles E. Rhodes Jr. of Rock
honeymoon,
destination
unknown.
port. Mrs. Alvin Bowden of Rock
Church and of the Woman’s Club of
Fuller-Cobb-Davis store.
The bride was graduated from the this town. Besides her husband she
Mrs. Lura Whalen has as guest port and relatives from Massachu
Camden
High
School
in
1922
and
setts, were also in attendance.
leaves one daughter, Mrs. Parker
Miss Johnson of Boston.
C. E. Fernald attended the Maxey from the Eastern State Normal Burroughs Stinson of Wiscasset.
School
at
Castine
in
1924.
She
taught
reunion Thursday.
Interment was in the family lot in
SOUTH WALDOBORO
in the public schools in Rockland for the Central cemetery.
one
year
and
for
three
years
has
WENTWORTH
FAMILY
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harding of
The Wentworth family reunion been teaching in the fifth grade in
LEADBETTER REUNION
Boston are at their farm here for
will be held at City Park, Belfast, the Elm Street building. The groom
three weeks vacation.
The annual reunion of the Leadis
employed
in
the
Prince
furniture
The Union Aid has held two inter Aug. 29, or If stormy first fair day.
better family will he held Sept. 1st
esting meetings of late, one at Mrs. Mrs. W. B. Arrington, sec. and treas. store. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe will at Crockett’s Hall, North Haven.
reside
at
2
'Norwood
avenue.
The
101*103
T. H. Fernald’s where a picnic din
102-104
presents were many and beautiful.
ner was served with 17 present, and
one at the home of Mrs. Helen
Use the pressure canner for all non A
Winchenbach with 19 present.
acid vegetables. iSend for Farmer’s
Mrs. Cora Taylor of Hope is visit
Bulleton 1471 -F before beginning to
ing her daughter Mrs. Louise Hard
do any canning.
ing.
An ice cream sale will be held at
the church Aug. 29 under the aus
pices of the Union Ladies Aid.
Mrs. Caroline Winchenbach has
exchanged her Jewett touring car for Bv Taking Lydia E. Pinka Jewett coach.
Hiram Labe attended the Three- ham’s Vegetable Compound
quarter Century convention at Ban
gor yesterday.
Mrs. Lottie Hunter of Almore vis
Rose, Kansas.—“I was so weak and
ited her aunt Miss Drusilla Haupt nervous and had such a tired, wornThursday.
out feeling that
Mrs. Lillian Eliott of Brockton,
I had to go to
Quulitij ICE CREAM' s
Mass., with her two grandchildren
bed. Friends who
are at the Bradford homestead.
had taken Lydia
KALLOCH FAMILY

■

The 59th annual reunion of the
Kalloch family will be held at Oak
land Park, Wednesday, Aug. 29.
98*103
Arthur D. Kalloch, Sec.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
'06 Pleasant St.

Rockland

Telephone 244-W

E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Com
pound told me
now much good
it had done them
so I thought I
would give it a
trial. I could tell
a difference af
ter I had taken
the first bottle. Tt has done me
worlds of good. I ain gaining in
strength and recommending it and
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Pills for Con
stipation.’*—Goldie McFadden, Rose,
Kansas*
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RCA NEW RECEIVERS

&

NERVOUS WOMAN
FINDS RELIEF

Crou-rt and packed by "Jim" Dale

Pineapple

CAMDEN
FIRE LADDIES HAVE
$7,300
The drive for a new American
La France triple combination,
pumping engine, hese and chemi
cal truck, for the Camden Fire De
partment closes Friday night and
the boys and their willing assist
ants have $7,3C0 to date, a splendid
record to have attained thus vol
untarily.
The department recognized the
severe handicap imposed by the
lack of a strong pumper so they set
their goal for the highest stand
ard and went to work. Every
hope now is that Friday night will
see the goal reached and that soon
Camden’s business section and the
beautiful summer palaces will be
fire-safe, protected by American
La France. All persons interested
are urged to get their contribu
tions in at once or to notify chief
Dunbar of fire headquarters if they
know any prospects, this to the
end that the drive may surely go
over the top Friday night.

The remarkable success of the first
of the scries of the Camden concert
cokirse was repeated In the second
which took place last Wednesday
evening at the Opera House before an
audience which taxed its capacity.
Under the direction of Frank Bibb,
the celebrated pianist and coach,
these artists were presented: Jean
Knowlton, New York, soprano; Mme.
Alix Young Maruchess, New York,
viola and viola d’ amore; Gianninia
Cesi, New York, soprano; and
Sigurd Nlllsen, New York, basso.
The program:

Lewiston, Me.

Toddy

r

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 28, 1928.
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It cools —it refreshes—it quenches
thirst. Mixed and
frozen with a full
measure of finest
fruits or nuts. Sim
mons & Hammond
Mfg. Company.
THERE’S AN S f*H
DEALER NEARBY

COMPLETE
LINE
OF
COMPLETE TRUCKS
Complete trucks .... a complete
line of trucks .... complete owner
satisfaction .... So runs public ap
praisal of Graham Brothers Trucks,
built by Dodge Brothers. And from
keen buyers—business men in all
lines—comes a steadily increasing
demand for these trucks.

They are built by one manufacturer
—chassis and bodies. They are sold
by one dealer—complete, ready
to work.
Graham Brothers Trucks are all
sixes. All have 4-wheel brakes. Six
cylinder power .... Six cylinder
speed .... Six cylinder flexibility
and operating ease*. . . . The snap
of six cylinder acceleration and
the safety of 4-wheel brake decelera
tion .... Four speed transmission
on 1%, 1% and 2Wton trucks.
Let us show you the exact size and
type for your business. Drive it....
Compare it—for price, for value,
for appearance, for its ability to do
your work and make you money—
with any truck you ever considered
good value.

•665

MERCHANTS EXPRESS
—110' wkeelbaie

•775

COMMERCIAL TRUCK
— 120' wheelbate

•995
•1065

1%-TON—130* wheelbase

lVi-TON—140" wheelbase

•1345

P/rTON-150" wheelbase

•1415

1’4-TON—-165" wheelbase

*1595
sl665

2%-TON—-150" wheelbase

2Vi-TON—165" wheelbase
Chassis /. o. b. Detroit

DYER’S GARAGE
54 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Graham Brothers

TRUCKS

BUILT BT TRUCK DIVISION Of DODOB BBOTHBBO

UNION

quite advanced in years, are out on
a sporting trip. They left Toledo
July 26 and have been on the move
ever since. They carry a tent, stove,
chairs, table, tub, washboard and
two cots and plenty of cooking
dishes. They pitch their tent and
camp for the night any where thev
happen to be when they get tired,
and if the surroundings are agree
able they don’t mind staying there
for a few days’ rest. Thus they are
having the time of their lives and
will return to Ohio full of love for
the old Pine Tree State and the
pleasant people met in their travels.

Mrs. Myrtle Judkins is visiting
friends in Michigan.
Mrs. Raymond Danforth of North
Union visited friends here recently.
Miss Helen Carroll of Cambridge,
Mass., is visiting at Mrs. Abner
Griffins’.
The Odd Fellows’ block looks fine
in Its new coat of paint. The paint
ers began work Thursday on the
H. L. Robbins block adjoining.
Mrs. Bert Stevens of Floral Park.
N. Y., recently spent a week with
her sister Mrs. Herbert Messer.
Mrs. Stevens was accompanied by
her three year old grandson. She has
GLENMERE
a summer home at South Cushing
and relatives from this place visited
Mr. and Mrs. Thurley Hocklngs
with her last Sunday and passed a and young son have returned to their
most enjoyable day.
home in Massachusetts after passing
The many friends of Lewis Brooks their vacation here and at Tenants
will be pained to learn of bis serious Harbor.
Illness at Augusta where he was
Mrs. Eugene Smith has been con
taken for treatment a short time ago. fined to tlie house with illness the
(Nathan Daniels and Ernest Moody [ past week.
were in Portland Friday on business.
Mrs. S. E. Packard Is entertaining
Robert Farris who has been in the
her sister and her two grand children
employ of the J. F. Creighton Co.
of Brockton, Mass.
general store for several years has
Mrs. Frank Harris and daughter
severed his connection there1 and will
be greatly missed by all the patrons. Edith attended the fair in Thomaston
Mr. Farris has always been courteous last week.
Eugene Smith had the misforune
and obliging and has won hosts of
friends
who
much
regret
his to break his wrist while cranking
his truck last week.
leaving.
Miss Barbara Olmstead and friend
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac N. Tallman of
Toledo, Ohio, were overnight guests of Massachusetts were guests of Mr.
in town recently. Mrs. Tallman is and Mrs. Eugene H. Smith last week.
Allen H. Bond of Milton, Mass.,
a daughter of Cyrus Davis who lived
in Appleton on what is now known passed a week with his mother Mrs.
as the Oliver Simmons’ old place. Irene Bond recently.
Dr. and Mrs. Bal ph H. Wiley and
Mr. Davis’ wife’s name was formerly
Clark and she was also of Appleton. son Howard of Ayer. Mass., were
They moved to Ohio some 75 years visitors here last week.
Winslow Watt and Walter Barter
ago. and took up land for which they
paid $5 per acre, and at the present motored to North Waldoboro last
time it will bring $1500 per acre— Sunday.
Mrs. John Eastern and daughter
which is pretty good proof that the
West has advanced quite rapidly. have returned to their home in
Mrs. and Mrs. Tallman, although Arlington, Mass.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody's Column
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For Sale

SPECIAL FBR SALE
A lVWtl^MKIWOW |B thin rolUM But IB MMrs. John Sinex returned from
House well arranged for a doctor : 7 rooms
re.d three Ham IbbbtI«,I <>«•• fw J5 ceats.
Philadelphia Saturday where she
3 limes fur 5# real*. AUdltionel line. 3 rent, with bath, also 2 rooms extra tor office and
had spent a few days.
em li for obo time. I* min fur three times. waiting room. Heat in every room. Kctiuished inside and out : line cement cellar.
Six words make a line.
The Girl Scouts are spending a
Cash or easy ‘erms. $5,809. Must be sold at
week at the Creighton farm.
once.
One farm, fine bouse and large barn with
Mrs. Theodore McLain who has ,
Lost and Found
THE
PERFECT
SHORTENING
64» acres land, field cutting 40 tons hay, bal
been visiting her sister in Portland ,
ance land bi pasture and wood, buildings only.,
LOST—Light fe It hat Monday night be
has returned home.
years old: fine water, lights, and cellar ,
tween Merhlaud an ,IXartl.se Head. keward 25
under house and barn. Must be soM at once,,
Rev. C. D. Boothby and Mrs. BoothIa see at THE COEHIHt-GAlMTB.
HKI-HH at very low price, $3,500. Near Rockland on
by are guests of Miss Clara Williams.
LUliT—On Wellman s. shore. Alford l'<ke. tine road.
,
Mr. Boothby was formerly pastor of
House and new garage. 6 rooms and bath,
I Kodak 2A in leather case. Rew trd. W. K.
PDRN
’AN. East Fnfcuk
W3-M& large lot land: furnace, bath. Must be sold
the Congregational Church here.
LOST—Bunch of keys, between Cedur street at once, Frederick street.
Miss Rose Merrifield left Friday for
A VERY LOW PRICE
V. F. STUDLEY
I and Lime Corp, office. Miss them very much.
6ft Park Street
♦
Dorchester, Mass.
Finder phone FRANK AkKINNEY.
or
Mrs. Ora L. Roney of Woodfords
Tlie Courier-Gazette.
I0fi*194
HARDWARE DEPARTMENT
FDR SALE- •Studcbaker sedan. Excellent
spent the weekend with her parents,
NOTICE—-Is hereby given of the Insa of condition, five good tires, $150. Party going
deposit book numbered 3305 and the owner of away. (HESTER ALLEN, South TIinmaHLunch Kit and Thermos Bottle, complete .... $1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beverage.
103*195
said book asks for duplicate in accordance with ton. Me.
Miss Helen Studley is visiting
the provision of the State law. SECURITY
Wrench Sets, per set ............................................. $1.00
FOR SALE Second baud tables ami •■hairs;
friends in Kennebunkiwrt.
TRUST <X> . by Elmer C. Davis. Treasurer.
also used fires, cheap. HARRY BENOVHTH.:
Rockland, Aug. 11. 1028.
97-T-193
14 inch Stillson Wrench, each................................... 89
YOU SHOULD TRY THIS FINE BACON
Miss Annie Shrader and two friends
12 Rankin street.____________________ 104* 105,
■
■■ —■ —in
1 <
11 "" ----'
are spending a few days at the Jones
FOR SALE—-300 cords finest fitted and
house on Gleason street.
AUTO SUPPLIES
Wanted
chunk hard wood. Will deliver free anywhere.
Misses Ruby Woodcock and Ethel
In Knox County. In amounts of one cord or
29x4 Inner Tubes, each ...................................... $1.00
WANTED—To buy 2 or 3 hundred pullets. more If ordered immediately. Now is the
Crie, students at the School of Oste
I State age and price in first letter. HERBERT proper time to lay in your winter supply.
opathy at Kirksville. Mo., who have
.25
Patching Tube Kits, each........................ 10 and
L. TIBBETTS, Waldoboro. MV.. R. F. D 3.
Call Rockland 67-M or write It. I*. CONANT
103*105 At SON. Smith Hope.
spent the vacation at their homes
193-tf
Bulbs
for
all
purposes,
each
...................
10
and
.25
here, have returned to that institution
FOR SALE—A few bushels fancy Cobbler
WANTED—-Girl for store work. Apply In
expecting to remain two years.
| person at THE COURIER GAZETTE 193-195 potatoes. Best for Immediate use or winter.
Price $1 per bushel, subject to change with
ELECTRICAL GOODS
The Central Maine Power Co. is
WANTED—Baby to board of good parent- out notice. Call Rockland 67-M R. P.
I age in good home, Hi to 4 years «f age pre- CONANT A SOX. South Hope. Me.
extending its lines as far as the
103-tf
Bridge Lamps, each............................................... $1.00
• ferred. Inquire 15 BERKELEY ST
Tel.
Grange hall in South Cushing.
FOR SALE—Hound pups ready to run this
||2<J-M.
103*105
Parchment Lamp Shades, each ........... 25, .50,
1.00
fall. 6. E. WILSON, Thomaston, Me. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett left
, WANTED Housekeeper, one to go home lb*-13.
193-19.6'
______________________ SPECIAL FOR DOLLAR DAYS_____________________
Monday for a visit in Portland.
nights preferred. Tel. 578-W. MRS. 0. A.
Silk Lamp Shades, each........................................ $1.00
FOR SALE—Whitney reed stroller, good
I’AliMER Rear 12 Knox St.
1*3-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred W. Levensaler
condition, $>. TEL. 78 Thomaston. itri-iti»
Table Lamps ........................................................... $1.00
and son Whitman have finished their
WANTED Patchwork
quilt.
ruben
FOR SALE—Kineo C range, first class con
I STEIN s ANTIQUE SHOP, Main SI.
l«3-lt
visit her and are returning to Con
dition. Apply J. L. MOODY, 160 Commercial
WANTED Salix ladiv.s at F. W. WOOL St.. Rockport. Tel. 81-4 Camden.
READY TO WEAR DEPARTMENT
cord today.
*
103*105
I WORTH'S.
103-105
Miss Florence Bourne has as guest
FOR SALE Sweet bantam corn and other
Rayon Bloomers, pair................................................... 69
WANTED—Young Finnish girl for house- fresh vegetables. H. E. BOWDEN Lake Ave.
____________ •__________ SUGAR CURED SMOKED________________ • •
Miss Florence Shibles of New York.
I work. Tel. 968 or call at 19 BEECH ST.
193-tf
Miss Nellie Gardiner of Castine
Rayon Bloomers, Stepins, Chemise, Gowns
103-105
FOR SALE—Two cows, I Jersey 5 years
Normal School is in town.
WANTED
—
Girl
for
general
housework.
etc., each ............................................................. $1.00
old : I Jersey and Ayresldre. 6 years old. Good
HARRY BERMAN Tel. 426 M.
192-tf
Schools will open Sept. 4.
familv cows: also 7000 feet pine boards. 2x4'
Ladies' Fabric Gloves (worth 1.98), pair ...... $1.00
Janies Creighton and family of
WANTED—Two connecting rooms with and 6x6 timber. FRED A. STAKRETT, War-”
ren. Me.
103*112
board,
for
two
ladles.
Must
be
sunny
and
Hamburg. N. Y., came to town Sun
Children’s Suits for fall ........................................ $1.00
near bath. Permanent. References. BOX 77,
FOR SALE----- The late Edward F. Levenday on a vacation.
Christmas Cove, Me.
102*104
saler homestead in Waldoboro of 135 acres, 30
Children’s Dresses for fall ............................. «... $1.00
Oliver Collamore left Sunday for
WANTED—Kitclmn girl at WINDSOR HO acres mowing land. 35 acres pasture, balance
Springfield. Mass., where he will enter I
THll
94-tf In mixed wood, some nice lumber, including
Summer Suits and Dresses, 1.00 sellers to
about 150.000 feet of old growth pine, about
Bay Path Institute.
WANTED—An cld fashioned well sweep, all 200 young apple trees, of nice variety, large
close during sale at.................................................... 85
wood: also two oaken buckets to bang in the two-story house of 10 rooms, large barn, lee
Ralph M. Chesley is on a vacation
wdi. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-D.nis bouse, and hen houses for 500 hens, all set on-'
Ladies' Silk full fashioned Hose (America’s
from his official duties at the State
37-If high elevation. This would make a nice sum- •
prison.
WANTED—Your summer cottage adver mer home for party of wealth, or a .sanitarium,
best LOO hose); pair........................................ $1.00
Postmaster T. P. MoPhail is on a
tised In this column. If for rent or sale. Try 01 old folks' home. The State Is contemplat-* ■
ing a (State road by this place in the near
Men’s Silk and Rayon Hose; 3 pairs................ $1.00
It and notice the many replies you get.
fishing trip in Oldtown. While there
62-tf future. For further particulars inquire L. W.
he will be the guest of Edgar Cous
BENNER. 2 Lafayette Sq., Rockland. Me.
WANTED—Cook for summer home. BOX A
103-105
ins.
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS—ALL BIG VALUES
Port Clyde.
M-tf
STRICTLY
FRESH
BONELESS
Clarence Henry and family of
FOR SALE—Twenty-five foot lobster boat,
50c Stationery; 3 boxes ....................................... $1.00
good condition. Must be sold. C. A. OLIVER. 1
Winchester, Mass., spent the week
103*10.»
Summer Cottages and Board Waldoboro, Me.
end with relatives.
50c Turkish Towels; 3 for................................... $1.00
FOR SALE—Dry bard wood, fitted, $2 per ft.
Miss Fay Mathews of Auburn is
I
FOR
RENT
—
Sunny
Acres,
Owl
’
s
Head.
Me.
ALFRED DAVIS, 117 Park St. Tel. X59-R.
18x36 Rag Rug; 3 for.......................................... _$1.00
All conveniences, 12-roonj house, for Sept, and
the guest of Mrs. Leonard Stetson.
102*107
■ Oct. Write, phone or wire owner. MRS. P.
Rayon Pillows; each ............................................. $1.00
Miss Ella Briggs of Boston is visit
FOR SALE—Oak dining table witli 6 chairs.
IlS MERRIAM. Owl's Head. Me.
103*105
Tel. Thomaston 41-13. 41 KNOX ST.
ing Mrs. O. R. McPhail.
Lux Toilet Soap, 12 cakes................................... $1.00
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING, bargains.
102*104
The remains of Mrs. Nathan Webb
mall and larga, summer homes and resi
FOR SALE—Boston terrier puppies. DR.
Tapestry Scarfs, each............................................... $1.00
dences. mounfaU. river or lake. Copy free.
of Brighton. Mass., were received by
102*104 «
ORRIN J DIUfEY. Belfast. Me.
92-tf A. W. PEABODY. Tbomaston.
A. I>. Davis & Son Monday night. The
Phonograph Records, 3 for ................................. $1.00
FOR SALE — Remington typewriter, used
FOB SALE T
FdHage
at
Hobb
s
Pond,
Hope.
funeral will be at their parlors Tues
3*
Me., one milee from
iron postofflee. all furnished. only a few times; also wardrobe trunk.
Hair Nets, all colors, 12 for................................... $ 1.00
102-104
day at 2 o’clock.
I ready to occupy: or will let for the season CALL 188-M.
Mr. and Mrs. William Holman of
I at $150.
Communicate with J. F. BURGESS
Hand Bags, excellent values, each ...................... $1.00
FOR SALE—s room house and ham. with or
I
Rockland.
Me.
Tel.
42<|-R
or
1186-M.
92-tf
without
furnishings,
at
South
Thomaston.
Portland spent two days last week
Bed Blankets, each ............................................... $1.00
_____________________SPECIAL UNTIL STOCK IS SOLD_____________________
Apply on premises. MARY McKAY. P»2*Ptl
with Mrs. L. H. Dunn and Miss Dunn.
FOR SALE —Sweet golden bantam corn.
White Combinets, reg. 1.00; Special, each........... 79
They returned home Saturday.
To Let
JOHN KE1.NALNEA. R. F. D. 1. Box 162.
Ralph Cushing of Chicago, who has
101*1(13
Warren.
Me.
TO LET Five mom tenement af 41 Limevisited relatives here for ten days,
rock street. Apply on premises. TEL. 982.
FOR SALE — 28 ft. cabin cruiser, with
We are Headquarters for School Supplies
103-tf 29 H. I’. Kermath engine. CARLOS DAVIS,
is returning home today.
191*103
TO LET—Three room rent, also four room Port Hyde. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Anderson and
Everything for the Kiddies
I rent, light and toilet
MAUMOK GORDON.
FOR SALE—Chiffonier, antique chair, and
daughter Alberta who have been
, Glencove. Tel. 987 RK.
103-tf iron lawn seat. J. M. RICHARDSON, 22 Maple
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D.
102-194
I
TO LET Five room unfurnished apartment : St Tel. 498-M.
Kalloch the past week, left Saturday
3 room furnished apartment, and a garage. 1-2
FOR SALE—On Beach St.. Rockport. 7-room
for their home in Marblehead, Mass.
' KNOX ST Tel 578-W.
103-tf house and barn : ken house 10x39: 1% acres .
Alden Wade who carries on a poul
I
TO LET—Two or three rooms, furnished. land, small orchard. Five minutes walk to-,
cars. HERBERT CARVER. Rockport.
Rockland, Maine
102-104
modern. TEL 48-J.
try business on the New County road
192*195
TO LET—In Thomaston, five-room flat, all
has found it a disadvantage to be lo
FOR SALE —11*21 Tudor Ford sedan, good ’
modern
:
also
smaller
rent
of
six
rooms.
Call
cated so near the quarries. During irafajBJBrararaiaiaigrajgiziajzrajarenjgraTgjBJZJZiHJHiBraiamaajafamara.
__________ LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE_______________________
condition. Five good tires. Inquire of MRS.'1
after 5.30. 19 GREEN ST., Thomaston.
F. E. FOLLETT, 89 Broad St. Tel. 895.
the hatching season a number of
________________ :____________ 101-tf
191*193
hatches were destroyed by the heavy
TO LET—Apartment, seven rooms and hath.
FDR SALE — Evlnrude outboard motor:
Furnace, electric lights. Apply to W. I’.
blasting, making it necessary for him
..................
12
FLOKE.V
—ENCB..
•win^ machine and couches.
BURPEE, 43 Park St.
101*103
to purchase chickens to keep the
NETTED
LIBRARY
191-193 •
ST. Tel. 764-M.
TO
LET
—
Rooms
furnished
or
unfurnished,
flocks up.
FOR SALE—Eight-room house at 8 VINE
slnitle or for lieht housekeeping; modern
Thomaston. Inquire on premises.
Amos Bridges & Son have com
.improvements.
Also garage.
A. SMITH. ST.._______________________________
191*193
i T‘ l. _1"S4.__ ________________________97-tf
menced work on the permanent road. Thomaston Legion and Auxiliary Held Highly Successful
FOR SALE—$299 down will buy small house
The grade of the hill from the Creek
' TO LET—Three room furnished apt., with
toilet, piazza, shed and cellar: elec, lights, gas, and five lots in Pleasant Park. M. HAHLK<
towards 'Rockland is being reduced.
County Fair—Some Spectacular Features.
Warrell, Maine.
101*196
■ hot water. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
Steam shovels work faster than hand
_________ _______________
l»l-tf
FOR SALE—.lust started laving. Barred
laborers. A good start was made
Rocks
Pullets.
$2.25
each.
M.
HAUL.
Warren,
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms
Maine.____________________________ 191*196
Saturday.
and hath, at 21 MIDDLE ST. Tel. 8-R.
Thomaston has done it again. and unprecedented sum of $ 160. and in
!•* tf
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
George Creighton has leased the
Is mid-summer fair has gone over cidentally one hundred pounds of
TO LET—Two furnished moms for light nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Dr. I’easlee house on Knox street.
sugar
had
been
converted
into
sweet

sides,
large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
housekeeping, at :M FULTON ST. Tel. 733 M
ig as jisual. Wednesday Williamsbnovs. oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
meats for the occasion by the Aux
99-tf
JOEL
P.
WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14.
79-tf
trasier
Post
and
the
Auxiliary
ROCKPORT
iliary candy-makers.
TO LET—Unfurnished apartment at It Sum
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove, No. 12,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Griffin of staged a County Fair on the Mall 1
mer
St.
With
or
without
garage.
Apply
on
The prize fight in the evening, the
good as new, at half price. 64 Summer St.
THB PREMISES.
99*191 tf
Haverhill. Mass., Mr and Mrs. Sid which netted $1500 for the .Memorial principals being Charles Pullen and
tt*tf
TUI. 1X6 R
TO LET—Eight-room furnished house at
ney Huntington. Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jbrary. That the idea of a Public I Alyne Peabody, drew a large and apFOR SALE Soft wimmI slabs, 4-ft. length
1
129
Rankin
St.
Inquire
of
MRS.
J.
A.
JAME

Huntington of Danville, N. H.. who
or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty.
SON. Tel 456-R
97-lf
audience, and the decision
HAROLD PEASE. Warren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
have been occupying the Griffin Jbrary in memory of Theo Williams Preciative
by the referee that the result was a
TO
LET
—
Modern
apartments.
Best
location.
94* 103-tf
cottage on Spe^r street for a few and Clifford Brasier, who made the draw seemed to please everyone.
AI*PL YCUTLER COOK ( O.
88 tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that,
days, returned Sunday.
supreme sacrifice, and for whom the
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
Winners in the various contests and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prince were American Legion Post is named, has
with the home news, at Hotaling’s News
donors were Orra Frost, ton of coal.
Miscellaneous
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Agency. Broadway and 43 St.
made
a
special
appeal
to
Thomasj
Dunn
&
Elliot;
A.
M.
Wallace,
guess
McKenney last week.
NOTICE This Is to notify all persons that
FOR SALE—Podge sedan. Inquire ROCK-.
cake.
Mrs.
C.
A.
Creighton;
Miss
n
citizens,
was
evidenced
by
their
my wife. Loretta Dunbar, has left my bed and LAND (’OAL COMPANY.
92-tf
The fire department was called to
Mary
Skay.
pillowslips.
Mrs.
Olive
board
without
just
cause
and
that
I
cannot
hearty
co-operation
in
making
a
Simonton early Sunday morning to
FOR SALE—Lunch, ice cream, home cook
arid will not be responsible for bills of her
In
one
minute
all
the
mosquitoes
in
success
of
the
Fair.
Brasier;
Miss
Lena
Shorey,
doll.
November
showed
a
gay.
very
gay.
extinguish a fire at what is known
outrarlinK after this date. ORA DUNBAR ing. etc., small town, excellent chance for man
Given a popular object, good Burpee Furniture Co.: Mrs. Mary party on their way to th - football a room can be killed. Simply take a
Rockland. Aug. 27. 1928.
19?.* 195 and wife. Will stand investigation. N. R. Couas the Warren Marshall house, now
rier-Gazette.
92*193
KLY-TOX
Hand
Sprayer,
till
with
weather,
lots
of
attractive
girls,
Berg,
fruit
dish;
Ralph
Crawford,
game, with coonskin coats and ban
owned by Koy French. The fire
WILL THE WOMAN who caahM Luig Bell
FOR SALE—New Guaranteed Cord tires.
Lumber Co. coupon last, week at Boston Shoe
eaught around the chimney and the wirkers and baily-hoo men of more loud-speaker. Ross Wilson; Mrs. ners and all the fixin’s; ami Santa FLY-TOX and till the upper half of
39x3M,.
$4.98;
29x4.49.
$6.49.
PACKARD
St(«-e please call at store as signature Is nec
than professional pep and resonance, Ralph Crawford, bed spread; Miss Claus with his Christmas tree in a the room with the fine atomized spray.
89-tf
roof was badly burned
essary^______________________________ 193* It STORE. 56 Old County Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Merrifield and attractive wares, delicious food and Margaret Jordan, rose pillow; may setting of evergreens fitting.y closed It will slowly settle to the floor kill
FOR SALE—First quality bard wood, fitted
TRUCK COVERS—Waterproof, made to
onnaise
set.
Maynard
Brasier;
samp

midway
that
sold
itself
on
sight,
ing
all
the
insects
in
the
room.
Spray
STRAND
THEATRE
the year.
son Paul of Springvale are guests of
measure, several grades of duck. Prices are for stove or furnace. HAROLD l’F^ASE, War
ler, Mary McPhail; luncheon cloth,
89*112
Space and memory fail to enumer the (tiling, hangings and closets
Pola Negri in her latest and most right. Prompt service. ROCKLAND AW'NTNIi ren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
Mrs. Merrifield’s parents, Mr. and it is no wonder that the Mall was
filled
all
day
with
a
surging,
jolly
Mrs.Ernest
Jones;
silk
hose,
Mrs.
106*107
where
the
mosquitoes
hide,
and
also
FOR SALE Ford ton truck or Reo 1% ton
ate all the other features of the pa
sensational picture “Loves of An Ctt Tel. 1972-M.
Mrs. B. H. Paul.
Thousands of sandwiches, Hazel Anzalone.
VIRGIN WOOL—Yarn for sale by manufac truck. W. L. OXTON, West Rockport. Tel.
rade; one noted the Farmeis’ Union spray on the screens. FLY-TOX will Actress” will be shown the last time
The ‘“T’rytohelp Club” was very crowd.
86-tf
turer al bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART- Camden 152-4.
Not bung after 1 o'clock the strains float, whose pnwilling occupant made not stain the walls, draperies or the today.
pleasantly entertained Monday even gallons of coffee anQ an army of
LF/1T, Harmony, Maine. 102-117
FOR SALE—Sewral articles of used fur
toasted
barkers
”
were
consumed
a
klaxon
superfluous;
a
b-auniul
car
most delicate fabrics. It has a pleas
A throbbing love tale, v ith ah
of band music gave notice that the
ing at the home of Mrs. Lena
REBUILT Hamilton, Elgin and Waltham niture. Just the kind for your cottage or
throughout the day, and even up to eagerly awaited parade was on its of the Garden Club decorate i i pink ing fragrance, is absolutely harmless undercurrent of fraternal pride is
Tomlnski.
watches at LEON J. WHITE'S jewelry store. camp. TEL. 726-W. 19 FRANKLIN ST.
near
midnight
the
tired
but
still
77-tf
and
white
phlox;
cars
of
the
D.A.K.,
to people but sure death to insects. “The First Kiss” co-star-'ng Fay Guaranteed for one year, $6 and up. 39-S-tf
way down Main street. Following
In the report of the Candlelgiht
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6'
Tea given in Saturday’s issue, the efficient trencher - ladies were dis Marshal Hastings on his fiery steed Eastern Star, etc.; commercial floats Docs not matter whether windows Wray and Gary Cooper, runs Wed
ALLEN'S TAXI SERVICE. Special Kates
to tlie fall Fairs. 7-passenger sedan. Tel. 6 12 per cord, stove length $8. $1 less In Thomas
and the color guard representing the of the Pearson Co.. Dragon C< ment, and doors are open or closed. FLY- nesday and Thursday.
name of Miss Mattie Bussell, who pensing their wares.
ton. Also laths $7 and $7.50 per M. L. C.
191*196
The impetus given the Library Legion itself marched the Rockland Levi Seavey. ^?tc.; and prettily deco TOX is the scientific product de
The story is an original one writ TENANTS HARBOR.
PACKARD. Warren. Me.
83-tf
has served so faithfully as organist
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM and Magnetic Healer.
at the Methodist church for many movement by this successful affair Boys’ Band, very trig in their snappy rated private cars. There 1 no dan veloped at the Mellon Institute of In ten by Tristram Tupper, which ap Readings
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered,
by
appointment.
l
’
HOXE
395
AV.
will
go
far
towards
realizing
the
ger
of
forgetting
the
hayra<
k
full
of
uniforms with yellow eapes floating.
dustrial Research by Bex Fellowship. peared in the Saturday Evening Post
square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi
years was omitted from the list of
98*193
tion, used very little, almost new. Copper
under the name of “Four Brothers.”
accompanists. Miss Bussell accom dream of those workers who are Then came a car containing three brethren and sisters from the rural Every bottle guaranteed.—adv.
BUY NOW AND SAVE $25 on new uotboard sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS.
determined
to
succeed
in
building
an
districts,
or
the
Bathing
Beauty
of
Fay Wray is beautiful and an ac motor. May be seen nt Veazle’s Hardware
ladies representing the Legion Aux
panied Mrs. Linthel Lane and Mrs.
82-tf
complished actress. Her personality Store L. A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159.
95-tf
Amy Miller who sang so sweetly institution which is so badly needed iliary. the seal of Thomaston as al 1928, or the mule team and its occu
FOR SALE—Two-story double tenement,'!,
in
Thomaston.
The
little
park
called
pants.
to
say
nothing
of
the
Demo

shrieks
from
the
screen.
Cary
HOT AIR FURNACES
ready shown in an earlier parade,
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant, modern improvements, hot water heat, three
during the pantomime “In the
the Mall is an ideal place for such a and a beautiful float in mauve and cratic donkey.
Cooper, who is lean and tall, has from New Hampshire woods, picked and sent car garage. Adjoining lot equipped witli oil
Wood and Coal Burning
Garden.”
•
fresh after receipt of odder. A two-bushel station and small store. L. W. BENNER. 2
fair
and
was
a
lovely
sight
under
the
And
surely
no
one
who
saw
the
■verything
to
make
him
the
popular
silver typifying ‘what it is all about—
Miss Doris Sylvester of Camden
$80.00 up
hag sent parcel postage prepaid to any part
92-tf ,
arching trees, with bright signal flags the Public Library itself, with a parade is likely to overlook the circus
ictor lie is. Both are ideally cast, and of U. S. only $1. Bend to DOUGLAS PHIL- Lafayette Square.
was the guest of her grandparents,
Write for circulars. Special prices
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood. Highest
by day, while at night the colored graceful mauve goddess standing be features which marched on foot,
have that something about them BROOK, Phiibrook Faim, Shelburne, N. If.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry. Sunday.
on Stoves and Heaters
91*tf quality at an attractive price. Order now for
electric lights made it a gay and side a copy of the Annals of Thom happily, so that they could he really
which serves to make them different
immediate or future delivery. Tel. Rockland
Mrs. C. E. Weidman of Marcellus,
G. K. MAYO, representing J. L. Taylor A 67-M RALPH P. CONANT. 80. Bop«.
festive scene.
MAINE FURNACE COMPANY
from tlie co-starring teams seen here
92-tf
aston in what must be the size called appreciated. YVlhcnever that circus
N. Y.. is the guest of Miss Marion
Co. and Browning. King A Co, wholesale tail
*•*♦
Bangor,
Me.
9TT115
»f
late.
comes off. it will he turning away
elephant folio.
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood; fitted soft
ors, New York City, made to measure, all wool
Weidman.
Those in charge of the various
wood
slabs
$8
:
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CARROLL,
The
story
briefly
centers
around
patrons
eager
to
see
more
of
the
Sia

« « • •
suit or overcoat $25 to $59. Tlie fall line is in.
Miss Ruth Orbeton who has been departments were:
88-tf P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
Remembrance
mese twins, the ostrich, girui: and
the love of a young man of poor state G. K. MAYO. 22 Masonic St. Tel. 39492-tf
spending the summer in Boston, re
After this followed the special fea elephant, the strong man. the fat
table. Mrs. Ella Edgett: fancy work.
for a girl who is rich. His three
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON
turned last week.
SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
Mrs. Hazel Anzalone; juvenile,. Mrs. ture of the parade. 12 lovely floats rep lady, and the graceful snake • uarmer
brothers are lazy, but having family work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor. St..FOR
Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heat,,
3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.
79-tf
Mrs. William Smith and daughters Carroll; fir pillows. Mrs. Edna Smith; resenting the months: January, a sq fearlessly coiling the largest
pride the brother, who is Gary Cooper,
electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line.
Miss Olive Smith of Somerville, Mass, aprons, Mrs. Margaret Stewart; snow scene of purest white: Febru python ever in captivity, z And then
ROCK ANO CEMENT WORK, cellar walls C. 8. GARDNER. Rockport, Me.
92-tf
forces them to choose professions and built
and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
and Miss Emma ‘Smith of South- candy. Miss Harriet Williams; flow ary, the youthful Gporge Washington tlie town tire apparatus <’• s<-d thv
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long $6.59.
he sends them to school. How ho bv the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
bridge, Mass., who have been guests ers. Mrs. Lavinia Elliot: cooked food. and Miss Valentine cosily ensconced parade which all agree in calling one j
92 ft Stove length $8. 15 bundles shims $1 : also
finances them, and how the story is TON. 51 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
lumber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomas-,
of Mr. and Mrs. Burton F. Richards- Mrs. Ella Dunn: refreshments, Mrs. beside a snow man; March all in of the be
THE NEW
ever seen about lu re for |
brought to a brilliant climax, will
FARMS. C0UM1RY HOMES. COTTAGES ton.
.«2-tf
returned Saturday, making the trip Maria Copeland: hot dogs, Mrs. green for Saint Patrick, with four big careful planning, beauty, originality
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
stamp
it
in
the
memory
of
everyone
801 and 801-A Receivers
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
by auto.
Katherine Crawford; orangeade, Mrs. shamrocks and the face of a laugh and finish in the details of i:.s exe
who sees it.—adv.
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Everett and Leola Spalding; ice cream, Miss ing colleen at the heart of each; then cution.
fast. Me.
92-tf
New,
Amazing,
Complete
WANTED
Miss 'Margaret Salemmy of Waltham Edith Lenfest; fish pond, Mrs. Enoch an. April shower of silver rain stream
Tho^ in charge of the fair wish to
NEW YORK TAILOR corner Summer and
PARK THEATRE
ing down from the top of tl|< float on express their appreciation and grati
Mass., are guests at the Everett cot Clark.
Main
St«.
Cleaning,
repairing
and
dyeing.
Laundry work called for and de
The Ultimate in Radio
“The Lion and the Mouse,” Warner Suits made to measure. Fur coats refined.
tage, Spear street.
The midway was in the efficient several damsels fortified, by bright tude for the. generous response by the
livered. Family wash 50c to 75c;
79-tf
Bros, brilliant screen revival of on*' Tel. 738-R.
The Nitsumsosumdub held an en
hands of Tom McPhail, Enoch Clark umbrellas and gay slickers; next a townspeople and public, as well as
CARROLL’S GARAGE
>f the greatest stage successes of
dried $1.00; ironed $1.50; blankets
At
f®
joyable meetirtg Monday evening a and Rodney Brasier. Members of the charming May queen on her throne absent friends in gifts and co-opera
PHONE 151
THOMASTON
he past generation now at the Park. the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall
20c. Call MRS. SMITH, Tel. 1084.
the home of Mrs. Elsie Mulsey in Auxiliary who were largely responsi and a group of small maidens holding tion which made the affair such a
orders solicited. ItBLEN C. RHODES.
79-tf
The Mouse is the petite May McAvoy.
97T&S109
Rockland.
ble for the success of the affair were the bright streamers of the maypole. success.
103-101
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
The
likeable
young
scapegrace
Jeff
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Oliver and son Mrs. Avis Brasier, Mrs. Hazel Anza The June float was as white as Janucolor; storage. J. A. STEVENS A SON, Mc
Hyder,
is
played
by
Willie
Collier.
Jr.,
Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 12-M.
92-tf
George, Mr. and Mrs. Morris and lone. Miss Hattie Williams and Miss uary. hut with Yoses instead of snow,
son of the Broadway comedian and
daughter Priscilla of Wakefield Jessie Stewart. Miss Kay Turner and bore a very youthful bride and
the Lion is none other than Lionel
as chairman of the parade arrange groom and bridesmaids. The joy- ,
Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mr
Barrymore, eldest of the world fa
/ms hornblowers ot the Glorious
Warren Oliver at The Birches las ments deserves much credit for the
mous
trio which includes Ethel and
Fourth were entirely banked in by
splendid
results
she
achieved.
week.
John. There too is Alec Francis,
Space forbids details of the various giant cannon crackers.
most beloved^'old man” of the screen.
August showed a charming coterie
Dollar Day Specials throughout th
booths, but the remembrance table
Since 1840 thia firm hat
The feature picture for Wednesday
store Thursday and Friday.
Se
was most generously furnished with of bathing girls artistically disposed
faithfully served the fami
will be “When The Ship Comes In”
some of the Specials in the south many lovely articles from absent on the brink of a blue arid fishful
Will Make Round Trips Daily to Monhegan, leaving Creighton’s
Deeirable Property ,in All Parte of
featuring Joseph Schulkraut and
lies of Knox County.
window—Gonia’s.
103-104
Wharf, Thomaston, at 6.30 A. M., Standard Time
friends. The fancy work booth was ocean. September’s harvest was par
.
the City
Marie Dresser. The feature Thurs
Lady Attendant
attractively decorated in yellow and ticularly beautiful with great baskets
SPECIAL
RATES
TO
PARTIES
OF
TEN
OR
MORE
day is “Lingerie” with Alice White
Tai. Day 450; Night 7>1-1
blue, the colors of the Legion, with of symbolic fruit against a rich purple
E. Howard Crockett
Listings
Invited
and Malcolm McGregor.—adv.
This trip allows you /ive hours on the island
AMBULANCE SERVICE
toy balloon! and bowls of calendulas. backing, and a tail goddess with a
PLUMBING, HEATING AND
• • • •
The Garden Club booth, in charge of horn of plenty. October's vivid Hal
For Further Information Call Thomaston 36
SHEET METAL WORK
Mrs. Lavinia Elliot, was a lovely sight loween car in orange and black
TENANT'S HARBOR
Thomas J. Foley
HOTEL, FISHING AND BATHING
decorated with the season’s flowers, needed more time to take in itsAllens Taxi Service, long and short
Rockland
20 Franklin St.
spooky details of black cars and the
ROCKLAND, ME.
88Ttf
conspicuous
among
them
being
some
trips, boats or trains by appointment.
Tel. Connection
PHONE 772-M
Rockland
mammoth dahlias given by Fred wee occupant of the jack c’ lantern,
Tel. 6-1S Tenaut’s Harbor.
1M*1O3
100-105

E. B. CROCKER 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

Extraordinary Values
FOR DOLLAR DAYS

19c

Crisco

Salt Pork

15c

lb.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, AUG. 30, 31

Sliced Bacon lb. 29c
SIRLOIN STEAK i
lb.
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
lb
TOP ROUND STEAK
lb.

49c
59c
49c

Ham to Fry

39c

lb.

Fancy Smoked Shoulders lb. 21c

SUGAR

100 lbs.

Haddock Fillets

$5.95

lb.

19c

15c

lb.

PIG LIVER

Fancy Frozen Pork Loins

lb.

HAY’S FIVE FRUIT BOTTLE

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

$1500 FOR

25c

35c

Fancy Sweet Tender Peas
2 Cans for 25 Cents
Try Heinz Old Fashioned Pickles
Old Dutch Cleanser

4 Cans for

Fancy Red Salmon

24c

Can 28c

CIGARETTES Carton $1.15

PERRYS

MQVIEJ

Stewart-Warner
RADIO

MONHEGAN ISLAND

STEAMER GOV. DOUGLAS

REAL ESTATE

AND INSURANCE

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

bivwu.

Thv vuiiUy table made the lu amusing cvntrust to vthvr ttvats,

t
Every-Other-Day

I

Rockland Courler-Gazfette, Tuesday, August 28, 1928.

IN SOCIETY

THURSDAY
August 30

Miss Flora Fish and Mrs. Jessie
Richardson were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Higgins at their summer
home at Seal Harbor, Mt. Desert
Tuesday. Mrs. Richardson returned
Tuesday and Miss Fish extends her
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird entertained visit until Friday. The ladies were
• at' the “Farm" Sunday, the fish much pleased with the beautiful
ehotvder being an attraction. Their scenery at Seal Harbor.
guests were Mrs. Frederick Powers
and children Frederick and Priscilla.
Mrs. Bessie George of Attleboro,
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Orbeton, Mr. Mass., who is spending the summer
and Mrs. G. M. Derry and daughter with her sister, Mrs. Edith Young at
Barbara. Mr. and Mrs. J. Albert Owl’s Head, is the guest of Mrs. W.
Jameson and son Jimntie, Miss Anne W. Gregory, Center street.
Blackington, Mrs. William Graves of
Malden. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Capt. A. W. Hutchinson of the
Linekin and David Hodgkins, Jr.
yrffcht Vincedor is spending a few
days with his family at The High
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Reed (Gussle lands.
Sherman) of Belmont. Mass., have
been in this city and Camden for
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ma ©Williams of
a few days. In Camden they were Cresson, Penn., Ernest Daniels and
guests of Mrs. Reed's brother Fred daughter Dorothy of Providence,
Sherman. The Reeds with the Sher leave tomorrow for their respective
mans left Monilf.y for a motor trip homes.
through parts of Canada.

Lawton Bray. Herbert. Floyd and
Mrs. W. II. Whitney and daughter
Marjorie and Mrs. O'Brien and Earl Montgomery returned Saturday
daughter Helen of Medford. Mass., from a motor trip through Aroostook
were recent guests of Mrs. Adelaide County.
Show.
______
\
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bartlett of
Mr. and Mrs. George Stoffelf .and Freedom and Mr. and Mrs. Cloyd
children of Boston have been guests Clements of Belfast were weekend
of Miss Madolin Hopkins and Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Justin Cross,
^Ada Upham of Thorndikeville the Main street.
.past week.
Mr. Stoffell and Miss
Mrs. Alice Holmes, Mr. and Mrs.
Hopkins enjoyed a trip in the air
Roy Holmes and daughter Margaret
plane
of INew York were recent guests of
Guests at the Thorndike Hotel for a Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Talbot
few days last week included Mrs. avenue.
Kffle Crockett Carleton of Boston and
Capt. and Mrs. Richard Snow. Miss
James Marshall of Lansdown, Penn.,
Katherine Keating. Mrs. Helen Wilkie
on their way to Northport.
and son Joseph and Miss (Katherine
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Keller and Sm»w spent the weekend on a motor
daughter Glenice of Milton, Mass., trip through the White Mountains.
arrived by motor Wednesday and are
Miss Caroline Jameson arrived in
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.| W. Greg
ory, Center street, and other relatives Boston Friday from an European
trip of several weeks.
in the vicinity.

The Univcrsalist quartet, composed
of Mrs. Katherine Veazle. Mrs. Gladys
Morgan. Chester Wyllie .and John
Robinson, with Miss Margaret Stahl
as organist, gave an “Evening of
Song’’ Sunday evening at the Warren
Baptist Church. The program was a
very pleasing one. presenting Miss
Stahl in organ numbers, the choir in
several anthertis, Mrs. Veazle and
Mrs. Morgan in a duet, and Mrs.
Morgan in a solo number. Rev. H.
M. Purrington, pastor of the church,
gave a brief address on “The Temple
Service” dwelling on the importance
of music in a religious service which
was most interesting. The ladies of
the church served ice cream and cake
to the musicians and special guests
who greatly enjoyed the hospitality
• shown
*

Misses Viola and Dorothy Ander
son entertained several young friends
Friday afternoon at their home on
Union street in observance of their
birthdays which occur in August,
with but a few days between.

Sunday 24 descendants of Geraphmiel Leach were entertained by John
Starrett at the old Leach homestead
in Warren, the occasion being a most
interesting one. Jerome St. Clair, the
six months old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank St. Clair if INewark. N. J.,
was the youngest guest and had the
distinction of being the direct
descendant for seven generations.
Another guest was Mrs. Sarah Rus
sell of Warren, the granddaughter
of Geraphmiel Leadh, who due to her
advanced age can remember mem
bers of the seven generations, and
A public auction party at Shore- had many interesting stories to
lands, summer home of Mr. and Mrs. relate.
J. N. Southard at Ingraham Hill, will
Gonia’s Wall Paper Sale begins
be given Aug. 80. for the benefit of
St. Peter’s Church. Tickets will be Monday, Aug. 27, and continues
iV cents.—adv.

102-103

through tlie week.

102-104

and

Specialty Store

August 31

at ROCKLAND
MAINE

Thursday and Friday
August 30 and 31
are

Featuring Dollar Days

Dollar Days

Many Big Dollars Worth of Dependable Mer

NOTICE SOME OF OUR SPECIAL
BARGAINS
WOMEN’S HOSIERY
Gordon’s full fashioned Silk Hose In all the latest colors.
Regular price >1.50. Dollar Day ...........................................

WOMEN’S RAYON HOSE
Fall colors, all sizes; regular price 50c
These two days—3 pairs for .....................................................

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Capt. and Mrs. Frank Webster who
Miss Kitty Coburn entertained
Monday afternoon with Miss Cora have been guests of friends and rela
tives in the city have returned to
Perry as guest of honor.
their home in New York City.
Wyman Foster has joined his wife
Miss Elizabeth O’Donnell of Water
at Frank W. Fuller’s for a vacation
ville is the guest of her brother.
from his duties in New York.
Timothy O’Donnell, manager of the
Miss Gertrude Rockwell Who has First National Stores; and friends.

Ruth who have been guests of Mr.
Frederick Rugg Feft yesterday for
and Mrs. Fred Brown at West
' Meadows left yesterday for Somer Portland where he will remain until
ville. Mass., motoring back through Thursday.
the White Mountains.
Mrs. John W. Graham of 135 North
George B. Clark returns today from Bonnie avenue and Mrs. Nellie
Brown of Paloma avenue returned
a motor trip through Bar Harbor
Tuesday from a week’s stay at Hotel
and the Rangeley Lakes region.
St. Catherine. Catalina Island, reads
a social item in the Pasadena (Calif.)
Mrs. Philip Brown of North Haven
Star-News.
was the recent guest of Mrs. Lizzie
Gillis, Main street.
Recent guests at the home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rates and and Mrs. Sidney M. Oxton. Warren
Mrs. James McConchie of Richmond street, were Mrs Vesper Libby of
Hill, Long Island. X. Y„ who have Merrimac, Mr. and Mrs. Medie Blaisbeen visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles dell of Natick and Mrs. E. I’. Cooper
Baum and Mrs. Charles Lewis, re and daughtej^Dorothy of Wollaston,
turned home Saturday, accompanied Mass.
1'hy Mrs. Baum and Mrs. Lewis who
Mrs. Lettie Black and son Lewis
will spend several weeks there.
Black of Everett, Mass., are guests
Mrs. Delia M. Smith and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie, Talbot
Una who have been guests of Mrs. avenue.
Adelaide Snow. Main street, have
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wilson and
returned to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Maher and daugh
Miss Edna Parker of Waltham. ter Mary have returned home after
Mass., and Miss Elizabeth Hewett of a week’s vacation at the Bicknell
North Adams, who have been guests cottage. Wheeler's Bay. Last Wed
at the Knowlton homestead. Lime- nesday night a party from Rockland
rock street, returned home Saturday. was entertained at a clambake.
Mrs. George W. Parker of Waltham Lydia was puzzled to know how
can one fish at low tide and dig clams
is remaining for a longer visit.
at high hater.
N Herbert Prescott and Donald MerMiss Irvilla Stoddard who has
»riant are in North Windham, the
guests of a college friend, George been at Ocean Park for several
weeks is at her home on Grove street
Freiday.
until Saturday when she leaves for
Mrs. Mary Perrigrow and daughter Middlebury, Vt.. where she has ac
Thelma of Framingham. Mass., are cepted a very fine teaching position.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Harmon and son
Talbot avenue.
Karl of Springvale and Miss Millicent
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Bass of Ackroid of Sanford were weekend
Utica. N. Y.. who are on a mountain guests of Mrs. Harmon’s sisters,
hiking and climbing trip, were week Mrs. Herbert Libby, Bunker street.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry J.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Scales of Guilford
Keating, Mechanic street. Mr. and
Mrs. Bass have just conquered were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Israel
Mt. Katahdin and are now bound for Snow" Monday.
Mt. Washington. Mr. Bass is director
Robert Churchill who has been the
of religious education of the Baptist
guest of Richard Stoddard has re
church in Utica.
turned to Everett, Mass.
Mrs. George E. Dunton and chil
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Snow are on
dren Margaret and Robert are in
South West Harbor the guests of a camping trip with no particular
destination in view.
relatives.

FRIDAY

chandise to be Found in Our Shop These Days

Mrs. George Davis entertained the
Rev. iB. P. Browne and family Thursday Auction Club at the Crock
who have been at their Cooper Beach ett cottage at Ash Point. Picnic
cottage, "Benraymere,” for ,he past dinner was followed by cards, honors
month, have returned to their home going to Mrs. Perley Damon, Mrs.
in Winchester, Mass.
Fred T. Veazie and Mrs. F. E. Follett.

Several representative Rockland
musicians and mnslc-<lovers were
noted in the audience at the Frank
Mrs. William H. Bettner of Allen Bibb concert in Camden Friday
hurst, X. J., arrived Sunday to he evening.
the guest of Miss Alice Whitney at
Mrs. N. W. Witherspoon of North
Ingraham Hill until Labor Day.
Haven who has been visiting rela
Mrs. Arthur Lawrence entertained tives in Camden and Rockland re
a large picnic party Sunday at her turned home Saturday. iS,he was
accompanied by her nephew Willis
Crescent Beach cottage.
Stahl of Camden, who will spend the
Mri. Elmer Carter and daughter remainder of his vacation with her.

|

Vesper A. Leach

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrleals. this department sspselallj desires Inforoistlon of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mail or telephons will be gladly recMeed.
TELEPHONE ............................................... 770

been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Stoddard returned Saturday
to her home in Everett, Mass.

Page Seven

CHILDREN’S HOSE
Fancy patterns, half hose, with cuff; all sizes; 25c and
35c values. Five pairs for .........................................................

Rockland, Maine

CHILDREN’S HOSE
Three-quarter, novelty pattern,

top;

cuff

75c

value.

Two pairs for ..................................................................................

CHILDREN’S HOSE
Mrs. E. P. Cooper and daughter
Dorothy of Quincy, Mass., who are
summering
at
Mattnicus,
were
recent guests at the home of It. V.
Stevenson,

Miss Nettle Waltz who has been
operated upon for appendicitis at the
Knox Hospital Is the guest of Mrs. H.
B. Waltz for a few days before returnIn to her home In Damariscotta Mills.

Hiram Pillsbury of Revere, Mass.,
The members of THE Club enjoyed
a chicken dinner at the Town hall, who has been visiting his mother,
Owl's Head, last evening, followed Mrs. Sarah A. Pillsbury, Ingraham
by cards at the Gonia cottage. Cres Hill, returned home Sunday night.
cent Beach, with Mrs. Gertrude Itanlett as hostess.
Miss Bernadette Snow returned
yesterday from two months' visit in
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Berry, Miss Guilford, the guest of her aunt Mrs.
Hope Grcenhalgh and Mrs. Albert Eveline Cross.
Averill attended the Greene-Boyman
Joseph O. Flint of Yonkers, X. Y„
wedding at Woodfords Saturday
is in the city for a few days visiting
afternoon.
relatives.
Misses Mary and Josephine WoodMrs. A. M. Gordon and son "Willard
side and Mr. and Mrs. Soule of Free
port were recent guests of Mr. and of Worcester, Mass., motored to
Rockland Friday after Mrs. Gordon's
Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Talbot avenue.
father, W. A. Wardwell, who is in
ill health.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O'B. Gonia had as
weekend guests at Crescent Beach
Malcolm Daggett who has been em
Mr. Gonia’s brother George Gonia of
Quincy, Mass., and Miss Mary ployed at Fuller-Cobb-Davis during
the summer, is visiting relatives at
Creighton of Malden, Mass.
North Haven.
Miss Marian Webb arrived from
Mrs. Lucy McClusky and Mrs.
Boston Saturday and is the guest of
her mother Mrs. Adelaide Webb, Jennie Sawyer of Castine were guests
Masonic street, until after Labor of Mrs. W. A. Kennedy Saturday.
The time passed too quickly for the
Day.
three, as it had been quite a num
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bankus and ber of years since they had met and
sons Wilmer and Charles of Wilkes- there was so much to talk over about
Barre, Penn., were recent guests of their girlhood days.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Morse at their
Mrs. Florence IMcMilian who is hav
Crescent Beach cottage.
ing her vacation from the FullerMr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie and their Cobb-Davis store, is spending the
guests Mrs. Lettie Black and son week at Crescent Beach, accompanied
Lewis ot Everett, Mass., took a by her little daughter, V. Margaret.
weekend motor trip to Lubear, Bar
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose spent the
Harbor. Castine, Old Town and other
weekend in Rumford, guests ot Mrs.
Maine points.
Charles A. Brown.
Master Warren Rugg has com
Miss Myra Clark. R.N., of Newpleted ills course at the Medomak
Camp and is the guest of his grand York, is visiting her brother, Herbert
mother Mrs. Leola Rose, Union C, Clark, Rankin street, for a few
street, for two weeks, before return days.
ing to his home in Jackson Heights,
Mr. and Mrs. Plummer Grant of
L. I.
Farmington were weekend guests of
Rev. and Mrs. Charles W. Mac- Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Keach.
Gowan and son George and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice B. Kennedy
Nellie McKay and daughter Eva Jane
left Friday for Kingston. Penn., after and children are visiting Mrs. Ken
a visit of two months with Mr. and nedy's parents at Swan's Island.
Maurice is having two weeks' vaca
Mrs. C. E. Morse, Crescent Beach.
tion.
Henry Culley of Santa Barbara.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Taber of MatCalif., was the weekend guest of
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce, Camden tapan. Mass., are spending the month
of August with Dr. and Mrs. A. ,W.
road.
Foss.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Baker who have
C. Churchill Wahle arrived frombeen guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. O'B.
Gonia at Crescent Beach left Sun New York this morning and will re
main here with his family until after
day for their home In 'Boston.
Mrs. Grace Gross and Miss Marga Labor Day.
ret Ellis have returned from Stockton
Miss Etta O’Brien who has been
Springs and Cape Jettison where Mrs.
Gross has been visiting her sister, absent since Easter from her duties
Mrs. Gleason Tinney and brother, Mr. as linotype operator for The Cou
rier-Gazette, resumed her duties yes
Blake.
x
terday. Mrs. Marguerite Johnson
Dr. and Mrs. II. O. Christian and who has a similar position or. the staff
son Henry of Newark, N. J. and Wis entered upon her annual vacation yes
casset, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. terday.
Percy L. McPhee and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Watts left
Muriel motored to Parlin Pond Sun
Saturday on a motor trip tj Quebec.
day.

Three-quarter, novelty pattern, cuff top; 50c value.
Three pairs for ..............................................................................

HAD JOLLY TIME

Three-Quarter Century Mem
bers Went 50 Strong—Ap
preciate Courtesies.

At The Samoset
A large gallery followed the play
ers in the finals of the annual men’s
handicap golf tournament over the
Samoset course for the Samoset
trophy last week. Jack Nelson, Jr.,
a 17-year-old, from Philadelphia, de
feated W. II. Caldwell of New York.
4 up and 3 to go. Both names will
be inscribed on the silver loving cup
which must be won three times in
succession before possession.
In the second flight Walter Det
wiler of Philadelphia, defeated R. A.
Stack pole of New York.
The most important social affair
of the week was the bridge and
mah jong party given by Mrs. Leon
ard L. Hill of New York, to celebrate
her wedding anniversary. There were
ten tables placed in the ballroom of
the hotel and the prize winners in
cluded Mrs. Alfred E. Ommen, Mrs.
Charles Thorley, Mrs. L. C. Guerin,
Mrs. Thomas P. Hunter, Mrs. W. H.
Stark, Mrs. H. J. L. Stark, Mrs.
Walter Detwiler. Miss Mary Dallas.
Mrs. Dana David Jackson and Mrs.
N. Frederic Longhurflt.
Mrs. Alfred M. Snedcker ot New
ork was also a bride hostess, tables
being arranged for 24 guests. The
winners were Mrs. Charles Thorley,
Mrs. Atmore L. Baggott. Mrs. Stanley
Buck, Mrs. Louis A. Belmont. Mr*/
James W. Wenman, Mrs. L. C.
Guerin. Mrs. Jordan, Mrs. Coulson
and Miss May.

BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Notice Is hereby given that the Board
ot Registration wilt be in session at their
room in the City Building, Spring Street,
upon nine secular days preceding tlie tenth
day of September. 1928, for the purpose of
revising and correcting the voting lists or
the city.
Tlie board will he in session tlie first six
of said days from i> a. in. to 1 p. m. and
from 3 p. m. to 5 p. ni. and from 7 p. in. to
3 p. m. As tlie last three days of said session
Dollar Day Specials throughout the are for the purpose of verifying said lists
and to complete and close up the records of
store Thursday and Friday.
See the session, no names will he added to or
some of tlie Specials in the south stricken from said lists on said days.
Bv order of tlie Board of Registration.

103-104

HENRY M. BE IBK’HE.MONT. Chairman.

Broken sizes; 50c value ..Four for ..........................................

’

WOMEN’S VESTS

Lt.-Col. and Mrs. William H. Flem
ing returned Monday to their home in
Ijdeester. Mass.

Mrs. John IMarshall, son Randall
and daughters Hazel and Doris are |
spending their vacation at their old
home at Deer Isle. Mrs. John Nutt j
is their guest for the week. Miss ,
Hazel Marshall Is having her vaca
tion from the Public Library.
General felicitations are being ac
corded Miss Helen Feeney and Donald
C. I.each on their engagement, the
notification being made Jty the ex
tremely simple method ot Miss
Feeney appearing with a handsome
ring on the proper finger. A series of
' social attentions arc being planned]
j by her young friends.
l

Two for .......................

Rayon; 75c value; slightly soiled.

PHILIPPINE NIGHT ROBES
Womens Hand Made.

For .............

Regular value >1.50.

WOMEN’S WHITE SKIRTS
Hamburg and lace trimmed; regular $1.00 and >1.50
value. Two for ............................................................................

WOMEN’S COTTON SLIPS
Colored; >1.50 and >1.79 value.

For .....................................

WOMEN’S COTTON BLOOMERS
Color, flesh and white; 50c value; Three pairs for ...........

WOMEN’S COTTON STEP-INS
Color, flesh and white; >1.00 value.

Two for .....................

WOMEN’S VESTS
Fore3t Mills, cummer weight, broken sizes; 50c value.
Four for ......................................................................................

WOMEN’S HOSIERY
Just received, another lot, 350 pairs of those wonderful
fashioned Bembcrg Hose, all sizes and colors. Special
price ...................................................................................................

TURKISH TOWELS
Three for .................................................................

Value 50c.

TURKISH FANCY TOWELS
Two for ...... «...................................................

Value 75c.

MELBA DUSTING POWDER
For ..........................................................................

Value $1.50.

WOMEN'S SLIPS, Rayon and Silk; value
$1,98, $2.98 and $3.98; regular and outsize.

value $1.50

WOMEN'S
and $1.98.

PAJAMAS, cotton;

WOMEN’S
and $4.98.

PAJAMAS, Rayon, value $3.98

CHILDRENS
ROBES AND
valuo 89c, $1.25 and $1.39.

10%

PAJAMAS,

WOMEN'S
AND
MISSES’
BANDEAU
BLOOMERS AND CHEMISE; value $2.25
ONE-PIECE
$1.98.

Off

DANCE SETS, rayon; value

STRAND

A growing practice
has its meaning, just
as any movement has
a meaning. And so, I
am on the move to larger and better
quarters.
Beginning Aug. 27 I will be at 111
Limerock Street, 4 minutes’ walk
from the Postoffice. More conveni
ence, more comfort and an improved
service to patients will be possible
in this new location.
*
lam happy to say that my train
ing in the newer developments of
Chiropractic is of promising value to
me and 1 shall expect to give the
benefit of iny findings to those who
have come to know the value of
Chiropractic as a health service.
Price of treatment $1.50.

PUBLIX THEATRE
NOW SHOWING

POLA NEGRI in
“LOVES OF AN ACTRESS”

TOILET WATERS, PERFUMES AND TAL

CUM POWDERS

WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN’S COATS AND
DRESSES unless previously marked down.

Many Other Bargains Not Advertised
Look for Same
Ten per cent on all goods not here mentioned unless
previously marked down

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
Chiropractor

DANCE

DANCING

EVERY

Pioneer Pavilion

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

AT

EAST

UNION

EVERY SATURD’Y EVG

at

Music by

Owl’s Head Town Hall

Rockland
Body and Fender Shop

Dean’s Novelty Orchestra

lOOTtf

73T&Th-tf

Paramount presents

Wrecks, Bodies, and Fenders
Painting and Spraying
NELSON & HOLM
655 Main St.
Tel. 466-M
99*105

FAY WRAY
And
PUBLIX THEATRE

home in Wiscasset.

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S. Blodgett
of Somerville, Mass., are guests of
Mrs. Blodgett's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Gregory after a trip through
New York and Canada.

a

Vanity Fair Silk; one odd lot; embroidered; color, peach.
Value $1.98. For ..........................................................................

FRENCH PANTIES, value $1.50.

I GROW

111 Limerock St.
Rockland, Me.
Mrs. Mildred Greene of Wiscasset
Mrs. George II. Williams has enter
Phone 1163—Lady Attendant
ed Dr. Cousins private hospital In was the weekend guest of her cousin.
“Scientific Chiropractic Correctly
Mrs. R. A. Webster.
Portland for an operation.
Applied”
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Harrington
Mr. and Mrs. Louis C. Shave and
son Robert of Brockton. Mass, were who have been spending a few days
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray as guests of C. M. Harrington aiyl
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Davis, have
mond S. Bird at Craw-ford Lake.
returned to Hartford, accompanied by
Virginia Pease who has been the their son Charles who has been at
guest of Tier grandparents. Mr. and Hatchet Mountain Camp. Mr Har
Mrs. S. D. Crosby, at The Highlands rington attended the conference at the
for several weeks, has returned to her Castine Normal School.

S

WOMEN’S VESTS

A happy half hundred local mem
bers of the Three-Quarter Century
Club embarked for the State meet
ing at Bangor yesterday with all the
laughter and happiness of a Child
ren’s Playground picnic enroute.
Proprietor O’Neil of the Thorndike
Hotel opened the house as a courtesy
that meant much comfort. At 7 •
o’clock the 10 carmotorcade was
ready for filling and a few minutes
later the group was under way with
a jolly party of well wishers to start
them off. As the start was made the
sun broke through the fog with its
promise of ideal weather.
The fact that such a group of au
tomobile owners desired to serve as
hosts to the oldsters, giving car serv
ice for a full day, speaks volumes for
the public spirit of the donors. Every
effort was made to have the long
journey made in comfort, and to that
end large cars were instantly avail
able. Mrs. E.
Leighton and Mrs.
Cora Talbot sent cars and drivers,
Mayor Carver promptly followed suit
but characteristically drove himself
as "one of the boys.” Fred L .Linekin
of Rockland Garage. Irving P. Beach
of the Lewiston Buick Co., Everett
A. Munsey of Munsey Motor Co.,
Kennedy Crane. George L. St. Clair,
Eugene Stoddard and Dr. N. A. Fogg
also volunteered. Patrolman Harold
W. Phiibrook was having his day off'
and proffered his services as chauf
feur as did Frank St. Clair and Fred
Mealey.
All these manifestations of good
will and friendliness are much appre
ciated by the members of the party
and their official thanks is hereby ex
tended for the kindnesses made pos
sible a day of happiness long to be
remembered.

window—Gonia’s.

CHILDREN’S SUMMER JERSEY UNION
SUITS

GARY COOPER

LAKEWOOD PLAYERS-:

Tel. Skowhegan 434. Mail Skowhegan. Each Evg at 8 Standard Time
Five Miles-North of Skowhegan

a

THE

“IF 1 WAS RICH”

EID GT

KTCQ”

rllLul

Mud

i
1

WITH AX UNUSUALLY BRILLIANT CAST
By William Anthony McGuire, author of “S^x Cylinder Love”

A delightful romance of love’s
young dream. A tender kiss and a
pledge of undying love !

Dance Wed and Fri.—Lakewood Country Club—“Ted” Zahn and
His Boys. Best Food in Maine at the Lakewood Inn

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Next Week Begin, with Matinee, Labor Day, 2.30

“SORREL AND SON”

THE AXITA LOGS MIRTH-QUAKE

“GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES’’
Return Engagement of MRS. JACQUES MARTIN
Of the Original Broadway Company in the Funniest Role of Her
Career
AXD A SPLEXDID CAST

TODAY

WITH

May McAvoy and Lionel Barrymor
WEDNESDAY

'A SHIP
COMES IN
With

And

“STORMY WATERS”
Story bv Jack London

rHUR DAY

site,
kV

- that's »!iat
soldier Baud /
rudtNomM her
With

With

H. B. WARNER

me)

COMEDY

1

|t,very might inis wees j
THE REASON'S CLEVEREST COMEDY SUCCESS

“THE LION AND THE MOUSE’

IX

LOUISE DRESSER
and

ROBERT EDESON

Alice W’u’te

Malcolm Me -egor

FRI. I UNITED STATES SMITH with EDDIE GRIBBON
SAT',1 .
Also “BOYS OF THE STREETS"

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 28, 1928.
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DR. HERMANCE’S ASTHMA & HAY FEVER
MEDICINE CONQUERS ASTHMA-HAY FEVIR

BEAUTIFUL DAHLIAS

'
!
I
1

Truly wonderful dahlias from the
garden of Henry A. Howard at Crescent Beach graced the editorial rooms
of The Courier-Gazette at the weekend. A new variety, sort of salmon
colored with a yellow center, was the
Rodman Wana maker. Other varieties
represented were Billionaire, Bonnie
Brae. Golden King, Collosal Peace
and Rosalie Styles. Mr. Howard’s
gardens are the pride and show
place of Crescent Beach, and the pro
prietor is becoming an authority on

It is (EMPHATICALLY) the medicine that should be hi the possession of
every person afflicted with Asthma-Hay Fever: it relieves at once, often as
if by magic—INSTANTANEOUSLY -the tl.llb i
of 1»: • uThing ..nd u:ise
of suffocation that constitute the characteristic «vmiooms of that disease.
And by continuing its use daily, between the paroxysms, it removes, by its
alternatives influence, that morbid condition upon which the disease de
pends All druggists. Full month's treatment $5.00. Claude A. Bell, Lowell, dahlia culture.
I
Mass.

Our thoughts

now turn

toward Fall
—and to fashion s newest developments
in accessories and clothes
WHILE most of our customers are just beginning to think of style
in terms of Fall, we have been planning for a long time. So we are
ready now to supply you with an entire new costume in Oak Brown
or in other new Fall shades and in the styles and fabrics you ve been
seeing and reading about in your fashion magazines.

If it is a case of a new dress for your next bridge party or tea, of a
number of smart new accessories for your vacation, you’re sure to
enjoy a shopping trip to our new store. Not only because our stocks
reflect the newest for Fall but because of the fine P. M. & B. quality
and the usual P. M. & B. splendid values that you’ve come to ex
pect and depend upon.
You will find our new store refreshingly different and
unusually interesting now because of its wide varieties
and attractive displays of Fall dresses and coats; hand
bags, gloves and shoes, hosiery and handkerchiefs, furs,
scarfs and flowers, children’s school clothes and printed
transparent velvets so new, so beautiful and so smart.

School clothes are an
important item now
In our new store children s
apparel is chosen by people
who sympathize with young
folks’ ideas—who recognize
the fact that the school girl

is as interested as grown-ups
in newness, smartness and
style.
Quality, variety and
value are also outstanding
yet our values are such that
an entire new wardrobe (or
school costs but a moderate
sum.

Tallor bloomer dress of
fast color, two tone pin
check print. Hand em
broidery on collar. Sizes
1, 8, 10 yrs., $1.98

Educators are the
hest school shoes

Tailored b'.oomcr dress
with hand smccking and
applique and hand em
broidered blocks.
Ages
1 to 10 yrs.
$2.98

from the point of comfort, smart
ness. economy and value. Being
made of the best leathers, they
outwear ordinary shoes.
This
means fewer pairs to buy. Being
built on a natural last they are
extremely comfortable and kind to
growing feet. And they possess as
much smartness as a shon possi
bly can have
Priced at $4, $4.CO and
$5 according to sizes and
styles

Other dependable makes of shoes
at S3 to $5 according to sizes and
styles

IN BRIEF

Tailored two piece effect
dress of broadcloth and
fast color print. Waist
line set off by hand em
broidery. 12 & 14 yrs
$1.98

Also new dresses for high
school girls kindergarten,
etc. Sox. sport hose, silk
hose, school handkerchiefs,
school supplies, boys' blous
es. shirts and sweaters, gym
bloomers and middies, etc.,
children’s sweaters and plaid
skirts—everything the child
needs for the new school
year

PORTLAND,

MAINE

The ever popular ensem
ble in a wash dress o!
fast color print and plain
broadcloth. Sizes 12 &
14 yrs.
$2.9f

EXISE TAX LAW

I

A More Detailed Report of
Dyer’s Speech Before the
Rotary Club.
The raftld development of Stife ■
highways has made the motor bus
and truck’ competing common car
riers with the railroads, causing
great loss to the latter of freight and
passenger revenues and, in propor
tion as it progresses, making them
less able to pay a high excise tax. V.
S. District Attorney Frederick R.
Dyer, told members of the Rockland
Rotary’ Club.
He spoke on the subject of rail
road taxation with especial reference
to the new excise tax law which, he
declared, he heartily favors to reme
dy the ills of the existing situation.
Declaring he held no brief for the
railroads, had never been a railroad
lawyer and had no expectation of
being one. he said he would set forth
the facts in the case and let the Rotarians decide on which side justice
lies.
Briefly sketching the history of
railroading in this State he pointed
out that when the railroad excise tax
law was first established in 1881. the
railroads held a virtual monopoly of
transportation in Maine. They could
afford to pay the tax, then only 3%
per cent of gross receipts. Gradually
this was raised until in 1911 it had
risen to 5^ per cent of gross receipts,
he stated.
“In the early days of this tax," he
said, “the automobile was like the
fantastic dreams of the Arabian
Nights. But this situation changed
and it became possible for a man to
get into his automobile and ride
great distance at rapid speed.
“In 1911 when the tax was/raised to
its present high rate, only $353,000
was expended on road work by the
State but this program has been in
creased and in the present year $11,000,000 has been expended on highway
construction. The highways of the
State are roadbeds as extensive as the
railroad itself and over which a large
proportion of freight is carried by
truck, without expense to the com
panies except for the registration of
the vehicle.
“The great oil companies run tank
trucks and trailers that carry as much
as a tank car. The chain stores thus
distribute quantities of their goods
that formerly were shipped by rail.
In other words these are competing
common carriers and the roadbeds
on which they run are built and main
tained by the State with money, part
of which is taken from the railroads.
But where the railroads are assessed
a high excise tax to run over their
own rails, the trucks pay only a li
cense fee.
“During the winter the towns and
cities spend money to keep these
highways open and eventually the
State will appropriate money for
this purpose. Look out of the window
on a winter day and what do you see?
Not so many passenger cars, but
numerous trucks distributing freight
which, in other circumstances, would
go over the railroad.
“These things are cited as illustra
tions and not because the railroads
trol under the handicap of greatly in
that they must come in the course of
progress,” he said.
•
Mr. Dyer dealt with the struggle of
the railroads to rehabilitate them
selves fom the devastating effects of
the World War and government con
tro under the handicap of greatly in
creased costs and lessened revenues.
He praised their accomplishments
along this line.
The Interstate Commerce Commis
sion, he said, recognized the situation
faced by the roads and granted them
an increase of 40 per cent in freight
rates. This took no account of the
excise taxes the railroads of Maine
would be compelled to pay and as a
sesult, he said, they received $94
when they needed $100.
Nor are
higher freight rates the boon to rail
road income that some imagine, he
asserted. Their effect in some cases
is to drive people to use other means
of transportation.
In concluding he said it was perti
nent to inquire who owns the Maine
railroads and who pays the bills. The
roads he said are owned by colleges,
libraries, charitable institutions, hos
pitals, by widows and orphans who
are often dependent upon the income
from their securities to carry on their
good work, or to live. And the people
pay, he added.
“Take the fare from Portland to
Rockland as an illustration," he as
serted. “In 1911 the fare was $1.90
and out of this came 10cents for the
railroad excise tax. Today the fare is
$3.04 and out of this the State claims
an excise tax of 17 cents, an increase
of 60 per cent.
“The railroads have only one way
to pay the taxes assessed against
them. That is out of the revenue
they receive. There Is no other way
to obtain it than to collect it from
those who use the road and there is
no escaping the conclusion that the
pe ,ple pay the bills."
Mr. Dyer urged the Rotarians not
to be satisfied with voting "Yes” on
the referendum. They should con
vince their friends of the necessity of
doing so, he declared, for it is import
ant to all that the referendum shall
not fail.

\ Shouldn’t the Railroads ofMaine be permitted I
\ to Share inthe reduction of Taxes as J
.voted bq the last Legislature

Fair Play!
The

railroads of Maine are public highways, built and
These railroads pay annual

operated to serve the public.

local city, town and Federal income taxes.

They also pay

for the privilege of serving the public, an excise tax of
5z% of their gross receipts in the State—a tax which like other
taxes must, in the end, be paid by the public either as ultimate
consumers or as investors.
There has been a general tax reduction on farms, factories

and other properties, and two Legislatures voted to grant
a

reduction

to the

railroads.

The

exorbitant

excise tax will be corrected when you

railroad

vote to support

the Legislature.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
OF

MAINE RAILROADS
WILLIAM T. COBB, Chairman

yes

~*Septl0

YES

X

MO

REFERENDUM QUESTION
£ hall an Act entitled
An Act Relating
to the Excise Tax on Railroads**
Become a Law?

The Committees on Taxation in two successive Legislatures, after long and
exhaustive study, voted unanimously in favor of the new law. Two successive
Legislatures passed the new tax measure by overwhelming votes.
FARM BUREAU DRIVE

District Managers Appointed
—Plans For Annual Meet
ing.

ALMA GOTT CHOSEN
Former Rockland Girl Is Portland’s
Selection For Most Perfect Figure

WOODCOCK SEASON
Letter To Congressman Nel
son Tells Why It Is Re
stricted.

In view of this fact it would be a
violation of Federal law’ to take more
than four w’oodcock in one day."

GREEN’S ISLAND

Ziegfeld’s attempt to start a vogue
Mrs. Harold Simmons who spent
for plump girls did not influence the
the past week at the pound returned
choice made by Miss Physical Cul
to her home in Thomaston last
The fall meeting of the Knoxture at Keith’s for Portland’s most
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries Thursday accompanied by her son
Lincoln County Farm Bureau execu
perfect figure. Alma Gott, chosen
tive committee was held at the from a group of 18 entrants, weighs and Game Parsons said yesterday Junior and Mrs. Walter Simmons.
Andrew Bennett, keeper of Saddle
engine house, Newcastle. Members
but 105 pounds and she is five feet, that from repent conversations with Back Light who has been at his
present were: President. Leon Dodge
two inches tall.
some of the prominent spoilsmen of home at Manset on leave of absence
Vice President George Cameron.
Each entrant was presented separ the State it would he more satisfactory returned Monday.
Union; Crops and Forestry Leader,
ately, clad in modish bathing cos
Mrs. Bradford Bray, daughter Ada,
Clarence Walker, Wiscasset; Farm tumes and masked. Some danced if the open season on woodcock in
Management. Luther Carney, Sheep- and some gave their versions of the Maine was extended from Oet. 1 to Mrs. Ericson and daughter Barbara
scott; Orchard, E. N. Hobbs, Hope; “daily dozen." Miss Physical Culture Nov. 10. He cited as a reason that 'of Massachusetts. Mrs. Keha Graham,
Dairy, H. H. Nash, Camden; Clubs, placed her hand on the heads of each frequently the flights from Nova’ Miss Smith and Mrs. Rankin, guests
Mrs. G. B. MacDonald, Aina; Cloth girl and as she did so, the audience Scotia and New Brunswick do not at Bridgeslde, were visitors at the
ing, Mrs. Norris Waltz, Damaris expressed its choice by applause. reach Maine until the first week in lighthouse Tuesday.
GilBert Ramsdell and two other
cotta; Foods, Mrs. II. H. Nash, Cam Miss Gott won a decided victory by November.
men of the U. S. C. G were at Green's
den; Household Management. Mrs. popular hand vote.
Congressman Nelson received a Island last week repairing the tele
Charles Webb, Warren. Assistant
Miss Gott is an employe in the letter from W. C. Henderson, acting
Director A. L. Deering; Home Dem executive department of the Portland chief of the bureau of Biological Sur phone line.
onstration Agent Nettie Simmons Evening News and was chosen as vey of the United States Department
and County Agent Wentworth.
Miss News to represent Portland’s of Agriculture, stating that the rumor
3628
Plans were made for the annual home newspaper at the automobile | to the effect that the department pro
farm bureau membership drive, and show last winter. She was also a poses to restrict the open season on
these district managers were ap contestant for the title of Miss Port- woodcock in Maine between Oet. 20
KEEP RIGHT ON
pointed:
H. H. Nash, Camden.
and Nov. 10 has no foundation in fact.
land in 1927.
Rockport, West Rockport. Hope and
"The open season on woodcock
Miss Gott was presented with a
ENJOYING
Simonton; George Cameron. Union. silver loving cup in token of her vic throughout the entire country has
HAMBONE’S MEDITAT ONS East Union, Washington, Appleton tory. She formerly resided in Rock been reduced from two months to a
FRESH
aRd Burkettville; Clarence Walker. land and figured in a local beauty- maximum of one month," continues
Aina, West Aina and Whitefield.
Mr.
Henderson
in
hi«
letter.
contest.
FROM THE GARDEN
Leon Dodge. North Edgecomb, Mont*
DEY5 FLINTY O' FOLKS
‘This was necessary, due to the de
sweag, Dresden: Mrs. Norris Waltz
crease in this species in the region
KEEPS PEY FEJ.T5 IN
RAILROAD TAX FALLACY
Damariscotta, Damariscotta Mills.
GREEN PEAS
west of the Alleghanies to the Miss
Newcastle. Bunker Hill, Bristol.
issippi and in the Southern States.
PE BROAD EN narrow
Railroad
taxes
have
been
increased
Nobleboro; Philip Lee, Warren. Wal
There are indications of a promising
AT YOUR TABLE
doboro. Friendship, Rockland, Orff’s 228 percent in the last thirteen years increase of these birds in the New’
PAF, EN LETS PEY HAlP
hut
there
has
not
been
a
commen

Corner and Jefferson.
England States and the maritime
GO WHAH IT PLEASE.’!
The plan of honoring outstanding surate increase in dividends. "Taxes provinces of Canada, but in view of
INSIST
must,
of
course,
be
paid,
even
though
farm and home makers was pre
the general losses elsewhere the
5
there
are
no
dividends.
The
habit
sented by Assistant Director Deering,
further restrictions in the open sea
AT ANY GROCERS ON
and H. H. Nash of Camden was of taxing public utilities is the re son appeared to he necessary.
sult
of
a
delusion.
The
practice
be

appointed as chairman of the county
‘The season established for Maine
gan in the days when people imag begins on Oet. 1 and closes on Oet. 31.
committee.
ined
corporation
taxes
were
a
tax
Plans are underway to hold the
This season has the approval of Mr.
annual meeting in Damariscotta at upon corporations. In these days we Parsons, State fish and game com
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